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FOREWARD 
The word llbudget 11 immediately brL11gs to mind a tool which has 
been developed for the management and control of huge industrial and 
political empires. Indeed, it was first devised for and applied to 
the management of governments through estimating revenues and expendi-
tures.* Its application to the problems of modern business was first 
described in detail in J. 0. MacKinsey' s pioneer work, Budgetary Control, 
which was published in 1922.*-~ 
While a high percentage of the large corporations will be 
found to use budgetary control, a low percentage of the smaller firms 
have adopted this devise. But, writes Dr. Heckert, the size of the con-
cern has little bearing upon the necessity for budgeting. Many smaller 
concerns fear that a formal budget procedure involves too much red tape. 
Any intelligent planning and control of business requires extensive 
study, be the company large or small, but there is no substitute.*** 
The number of articles appearing in accounting publications in 
recent years describing budgeting in small businesses indicates an 
awakening as to the potentialities of this tool among industrial ac-
countants. The public accountants are also being urged to assist their 
clients, particularly the small clients, to adopt budgetary procedures. 
Fred Rubman, CPA, wrote along this line in The New York Certi-
fied Public Accountant and said that the use of formal budget procedures 
* 9, p.ll77. 
-3Hf- 1' p .10.3 • 
*** 5, p.l6. 
2 
has become a standard practice with most large concerns, but relative-
ly few small manufacturers maintain adequate budgetary controls. The 
proprietors of many small firms are practical men who have an aversion 
to formalized procedures and prefer their own time-tested rules of 
thumb. Consequently, their policies for forward planning may be hap-
hazard and ineffective because no definite and orderly plan of action 
is followed. The credit and accounting professions can perform a most 
constructive service by encouraging these smaller business men to adopt 
Uformall1 methods whereby forecasts are made on the basis of carefully 
assembled facts and all budget procedures are carried out in a stan-
dardized manner. Accountants should demonstrate the hazards in ttoff-
the-cuffn calculations and reassure the smaller business man that 
formalization need not result in a budget that is complicated or dif-
ficult to understand. By making all budget schedules simple, condensed, 
and in usual trade terminology, we can convince practical management 
that a formal budget is merely a common-sense analysis prepared scien-
tifically and in technically correct form.* 
In a later article in this periodical Eugene P. Hagan, CPA, 
said that it is a fundamental duty of the accounting profession to ap-
prize lllittle managementu of the efficacy of financial planning, to 
dispel the misconception that budget procedures are complicated and 
costly, and to encourage their more wide-spread adoption.~k 
At present I have as a client an advertising agency which has 
* 39, p.32. 
-2'; 38, p.335. 
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been in business two years. The principals are men who realize the 
importance of careful attention to financial details having seen in 
other agencies the difficulties which can arise when selling and pro-
' 
duction are over-emphasized to the neglect of financial matters. 
Consequently, they were eager and willing to assist in the devel$pment 
of the actual budget which this thesis contains. 
This thesis, then, deals with a budget for a small advertis-
ing agency. The fact of smallness does not make a budget less necessary. 
On the contrary, it may be more important to a small agency than to a 
large one where larger volume and profits can absorb mistakes, inef-
ficiency, and waste. This is only partially compensated for by the close 
personal control possible in the small agency. After describing how an 
agency operates, and stating some of the problems which confront a small 
agency, this thesis will demonstrate how the discussion, planning, and 
control of the budgetary procedure assist in solving these problems. 
CHAPTER I - NATURE OF THE BUSINESS. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to develop a budget for an 
advertising agency. In the first chapter the nature of the business is 
discussed. The main activities are described followed by an outline of 
the method of operation and unique features of its accounting system. 
In the following chapter, important problems which face the management 
are explained with a suggestion that budgeting might be of assistance 
in meeting these problems. 
Then the value of budgetary procedures is briefly covered fol-
lowed by a statement of the criteria of good budget. Next the procedure 
used in developing the budget is reported and the finished budget is 
shown. The final chapter explains how the budget is administered and 
how the budget aids in.solving the problems set forth in the second 
chapter. 
A. Main Activities of an Advertising Agency. 
Today an advertising agency is a highly skilled, professional 
organization equipped to render a variety of services to clients in the 
field of advertising. This profess.j:.o:,n, is an outgrowth of the intense 
competitive atmosphere of business today which has created a need for 
specialists in this field. 
l • Space and Time Buying. 
In the early days of advertising agencies, they performed the 
single function of buying advertising space and selling ~t to the adver-
tiser. This has continued to be their most important function. The 
selection of the type of advertising (media) requires wide knowledge and 
acute judgment. The a·gency advises the advertiser in its selection from 
.5 
the following types of media according to the appropriateness for 
advert~ing its product: 
(1) Daily newspapers; Sunday newspapers; weekly newspapers, 
farm papers; national magazines; trade papers and magazines; and 
various specialized or restricted publications. 
(2) Radio and television, including sponsored programs or 
spot announcements, either local or network. 
(3) Outdoor advertising, including posted outdoor displays, 
painted outdoor display signs and spectaculars, and car cards as 
they appear in streetcars, busses, subways, elevated trains and 
other forms of commuter transportation. 
(4) Direct-mail materials, dealer displays, catalogs, pam-
phlets, leaflets, etc. 
(5) Special advertising, including commercial moving picture 
productions, sky-writing, sales-convention materials, technical 
show exhibits, etc.* 
The account executive meets with the advertiser to plan the 
campaign. After the plan is sufficiently developed to permit determina-
tio~ of the kinds of advertising media to be used, it is necessary to 
select which publications, radio stations, and outdoor locations or car 
cards are to be used. The space buyer in an advertising agency until 
recent years specialized in analyzing, selecting, and buying printed 
media, i.e., newspaper and magazine space. The advent of radio and 
later television advertising made it necessary to determine which chains 
or independent stations were most effective for each advertising problem. 
* 11, p.34. 
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In the larger agencies today the selection of printed media is 
usually separate from the selection of radio advertising.* 
2. Production of Printed Advertising and Commercial Scripts. 
By production is meant the creative Hbehind the scenesn 
work of the advertising agency which is necessary to produce the printed 
advertisement or the commercial script for radio and television. Some 
of the materials which are considered part of production are art work, 
photography, mats, and engravings • In addition to the .. printed ad and 
commercial script, such material as brochures, pamphlets, catalogs and 
direct mail advertising are generally classified as production.** 
The smallest agency may have all its art work done on the out-
side by free-lance artists. A larger firm will have its own artist and 
utilize outside help to meet peak loads. A still larger firm will have 
a complete art department headed by an Art Director. 
3. Service Activities. 
While the two activities described above account for the major 
portion of a a .advertising agency's income, there are a considerable 
number of other services rendered to clients. Of broadest scope is the 
planning of advertising campaigns which comprises selecting the products 
to be advertised, determining where the advertising should appear, de-
ciding what general class of media should be used, conceiving and develop-
ing the ncopy ideatt, visualizing the advertising, and cooperating with 
the manufacturer's advertising department on such matters as follow-
through, dealer helps, and the like.**'~-
* 11, p .34-39. 
~* 37, p .681. 
?H:-* 11, p.23-24· 
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Some of the larger agencies have established Research 
Departments, and some have their own consumer panels to make con-
tinuing studies of the eft'ect of sales activities at the ultimate 
point of distribution.* In general, however, the research activities 
conducted by an agency at its own expense are confined to a super-
ficial analysis of: 
(1) the product to be advertised 
(2) the market for the product 
(3) the competition with other products.** 
The tendency even among the larger agencies is to use out-
side research organizations because it is more economical. Inside the 
agency the people are trained in research and capable of planning, 
directing, and evaluating it, but the actual work is usually farmed 
out to outside specialists. After determining what information is 
needed, what should constitute an adequate· sample, it conducts the sur-
vey or has it made and tabulated. It interprets the results. Certain 
standards are set up with checking points to apply against any research 
and to test its validity .~f-
Among the many other miscellaneous services are conducting or 
directing publicity campaigns . in behalf of its client. Some firms have 
their own publicity departments, while others feel that this sort of 
service can be best conducted by firms specializing in publicity or pub-
lie relations. Since this is in the nature of news stories and feature 
articles in the press, in national magazines, and trade papers, there is 
* 46, p.7. 
** 11, p.27. 
*** 46, p.?. 
the f'eel:ing among publishers that this is an endeavor to divert what 
should be paid' advertising into free publicity. 
Some other miscellaneous services include: 
(1) Making studies of competitive advertising. 
(2) Assisting the client in his own sales work in order to 
insure the greatest ef'fectiveness from the advertising, which often 
includes preparation of material for and attendance at sales con-
ventions. 
(3) Testing copy using methods which have been developed for 
pretesting the effectiveness of advertising copy. 
(4) Preparing booklets to be distributed to dealers and jobbers. 
(5) Preparing·sales manuals, etc. 
(6) Preparing exhibits for conventions and industry shows. 
(7) Supervising the production of commercial films.* 
B. Method of Operation. 
1. The Agency-Client RelationshiE· 
The focal point of all agency-client relationships is the ac-
count executive who in most of the small agencies is one of the princi-
pals but in a larger agency may be one of the hired employees - also 
known as a contact man. The agency-client relationship may be estab-
lished by solicitation by the account executive. In the end, however, 
selection is made by the advertiser. Among the f'-actors regarding the 
agency which the advertiser will consider are: 
*-ll, p.56-57· 
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(l) Viewpoint: Does the agency have enough knowledge and im-
agination to handle the advertising problems in the light of the 
total distribution activities so that its counsel will be welcome 
and respected by the advertiser's top management? 
(2) Character: Is the agency a soundly run op~ration based on 
financial integrity? 
(3) Experience: Has the agency had enough experience in the 
problems that are peculiar to the business or similar lines so that 
mistakes can be avoided and experimenting minimized? 
(4) Reputation: Is the agency well regarded by both its clients 
and its media as evidenced by the agency's recognitions? 
(5) Record: Who are the agency's accounts and what have been 
the results of its efforts? 
( 6) Staff: An agency is made up of people. What is the record 
of the principals> account executive, and specialists who will work 
with the advertiser? 
(7) Size: Will the agency be able to provide all the services 
required> and how much will the accoU!Jit be valued?* 
The agency and client should come to a very clear understanding 
as to the rights and obligations of both parties. A written agreement 
should be obtained covering the following points so that there is no later 
misunderstanding concerning them: 
(l) Term of Contract. Starting date should be definite and pro-
vision made for continuation as well as termination. 
(2) Scope of Services. What services is the agency to perform, 
* 46' p .28-29. 
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on what products, and is it to be employed exclusively? 
(3) Billing Terms. Define how the agency will bill the client 
for all forms of advertising, for materials and services purchased, 
and for special services performed by the agency. It should be 
understood that the client is expected to pay the invoice when ren-
dered and within the discount period. The importance of this. will 
be discussed further on. 
(4) Termination. Describe the rights and duties of both parties 
in the event of termination of agency relations specifying period of 
notice, disposition of unfinished work and incomplete contracts and 
how they are to be paid for.* 
(5) Fees. Agencies outside the Boston area have been success-
ful -in charging clients a service fee in addition to the customary 
charges~ Sometimes a minimum fee on an annual or monthly basis is 
agreed upon, the difference being payable in case earnings on the ac-
count do not surpass this figure.~P~ 
The service performed by the agency is adapted to each client's 
particular needs so that there is much flexibility and variation ih these 
working agreements. However, the American Association of Advertising 
Agencies lists several basic principles which have been established by cus-
tom. Because of their importance to the background of this thesis they are 
repeated here: 
111.. In undertaking to handle the advertising for a particular 
product, it is usually understood that the agency will refra~ from 
* 46, p.30-31. 
** 45, p.l2-l5. 
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handling at the same time the advertising of a competing product 
of another advertiser., In turn, the client generally agrees not 
to engage a second agency to handle part of the advertising of 
the product without the first agency's consent. 
2. The agency customarily secures the client's approval of 
all expenditures connected with his advertising. 
3. Consistent wi~h the agency's contract with the medium~ 
the client pays the agency at the medium's published rate and the 
agency retains the commission allowed to it by the medium. 
4· The client is obligated to :pay promptly the agency's bills 
for publication space and radio time. It is a fundamental principle 
that the client must pay the agency in time for the agency to pay 
media by their due dates. 
It is not a function of agencies to finance the advertising 
of their clients. (Media object strongly to agency financing of 
clients since the large amount of capital required would shut out 
(of) the agency business men with high talent but modest funds --
men whose creative work might do much to increase the volume of ad-
vertising.) 
5. The agency regularly passes on to its client any cash dis-
counts allowed by media~ on condition that the client pays the agency 1s 
bill by the discount date. The client receives the exact amount of 
cash discount allowed to the agency by the medium •••••• 
6. The agency is not responsible for the failure of media or 
suppl-iers of materials to execute their commitments·"* 
There is one other set of basic principles established through 
-,>t 46, p.29-30. 
l2 
custom which adds to the understanding cif the baekground and that governs 
the agency-media relationship: 
111. The agency is solely liable for payment to media. If the 
advertiser fails to pay the agency, it is the agencyts loss. If 
the advertiser pays the agency but the agency fails to pay the 
medium~ it is the medium's loss. 
2. The agency agrees, with the medium, that it will not rebate 
to its client any part of the commission allowed by the medium. 
3. The medium agrees that its rates shall be published, that 
the rate at which it contracts with the agency shall be the lowest 
rate charged for the same service, and that the medium will follow a 
uniform policy toward agencies, without discrimination. 
4. The content of advertising prepared by the agency is sub-
ject to approval by the medium, but the latter may not change the con-
tent of the advertising without the agency's consent. 1t* 
While all firms engaged in this type of business are called ad-
vertising "agencies'', the word is not properly descriptive of the legal 
nature of the agency-client relationship. The terms of point one above.do 
not fit the legal necessities for an agency in that the advertiser does 
not become liable to the media in the event ~f tbe agency's f3ilure to pay 
the bill. The other essentials of a legal agency are met, however, in that 
the agency incurs liabilities for time, space, and materials for the bene-
fit of the advertiser who is obligated to pay for these items after the 
costs have been properly presented by the agency.?~ 
* 46, p.2?. 
-r& 37, p.682. 
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2. Prel:i.mlllary Arrangements. 
Once the agency-client relationship has been established, the 
account executive to whom the account is assignad will handle all de-
tails and contacts with the client. When the client has decided to ad-
vertise, the account executive meets with him to determine what he has 
in mind. Frequently the client will want advertisements prepared for 
use in media which have been customarily employed in the past with satis-
factory results. A client 1s first plunge into advertising in general, or 
advertising of a particular product, however, puts into motion the full 
agency's facilities. 
A primary consideration is the advertising budget or appropri-
ation. A company can determine in advance that it can afford to spend a 
certain amount on advertising, or it can obtain from the agency an esti-
mate of the cost of advertising which it desires and then decide whether 
or not to go ahead with its desired program. 
The account executive will consult with the company's execu-
tives or in a large company perhaps with its advertising department to 
determine what advertising it has determined upon. He may be called upon 
to advise what advertising approach would be best under the circumstances. 
In order to make this recommendation he would have to study the 
background of the company, its processes, and its products. He would 
usually spend considerable time in the plant observing and talking to the 
foremen and operators. As a result of these visits in the plant he would 
have first-hand knowledge of the facilities available for production and 
of the processes involved. This information would be backed up With sta-
tistics as to units produced, sales, inventories on hand, results of 
laboratory tests on the product(s), unused production facilities, etc. 
He would gain a complete understanding of the company's pro-
ducts, of their outstanding qualities, merits, and deficiencies, and 
its relation to competition so that he could talk and write intelli-
gently about them. This lmowledge would also enable him to advise the 
client as to which product would respond best to promotione This opinion 
would be reinforced by his study of production facilities. Samples of 
the product to be advertised would be obtained·:for the Art Department, 
copy writers, and other interested persons to assist them in preparation 
of the advertisement. If a certain product is to be promoted, its re-
lationship to other products and their current advertising programs must 
also be studied. 
An analysis would also be made as to the present and potential 
market for which the product is adapted as to location, extent of pos-
sible sale, season, trade and economic conditions, and nature and amount 
of competition.* 
To determine the best advertising approach.;.· the facilities of 
the Research Department or of research specialists as mentioned previous-
ly might be engaged. Statistics would be obtained from many sources in-
dicating where and how the most buyers can be reached at the least cost. 
The best method of distribution would also be settled. 
When this extensive study has been completed, a media recommen-
dation is prepared listing the following: 
Ill. List of various advertising media to be used. 
2. Dates and quantities of space to be used on each date. 
3. Total quantity of space to be used during the advertising 
'* 41, p.1.4. 
period. 
4. Cost of each advertisement. 
5. Total cost of the advertising in each medium."* 
3. Selection of Media. 
After the media recommendation has been fully discussed within 
the agency, the account executive presents it to the advertiser. Its 
merits are discussed in as much detail as is pertinent. The actual pro-
cess whereby the media is selected is not germane to this thesis. A 
large agency will have a media-selection department, and in smaller 
agencies it will be done by specialists or the principals themselves. 
This is one of the established functions of an agency and one for which 
no additional charge is customary. 
Not all of the advertising appropriation can be spent for space 
or time. In newspaper or magazine advertising, from 8% to 15% of the 
total budget may be spent for advertising materials such as lay-outs and 
finished art, engravings, typesettitig, electros, mats, and photostats. 
Radio and television advertising may involve substantial amount.s Cllf. money 
for expenses other than time. The agency may buy a Upackage shown which 
means that one lump sum is paid for the talent and radio time. The 
agency may also secure the talent which is paid for separately from the 
radio time.* 
Following approval of the media recommendation, it is necessary 
to make arrangements for purchasLl"lg the publication space, radio or tele-
vision time,· or outdoor displays. Again, a large agency will have a 
* 11, p .37:-39. 
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space-buying department staffed with space buyers who may specialize 
in the different types of media. In small agencies, this will be 
another of the many duties of the principals. The space buyer, will 
have available rate cards from the various media as each will have its 
own rate structure with variances for space consumed, position in the 
paper or magazine, colors, number of times to be run, etc.* 
In l920 four principal publishers associations in cooperation 
with the .American Association of Advertising Agencies adopted nstandard 
Conditions Governing Advertising Contracts and Ordersn. These terms are 
customarily printed on the back bf the agency's order blanks, which as a 
matter of fact are also s.tandardized. Captions under these II Standard 
Conditions 11 comprise terms of payment, rates, advertising material, proof 
of insertion, circulation, omission of advertising, and general. A simi-
lar set of standard conditions was adopted in 1933 by the AAAA and 
National Association of Broadcasters and its captions are the following: 
payment, termination and renewal, inability to broadcast, substitution of 
programs of public importance or in the public interest, time rates, 
broadcasts, and general. This information was obtained from the standard 
order forms used by the agency under study. 
· An order on the standard forms will then be prepared and for-
warded to the media or stations carrying the advertisement together with 
the copy instructions, mat's, plates, etc. As proof of insertion the page 
on which the advertisement appeared, or perhaps the whole issue, will be 
requested. Most agencies accept the honesty of the radio stations and 
* ll, p.40-43. 
l7 
usually the radio station sends an affidavit certifying to the fact 
that the message or program was actually broadcast.* 
4. Production of CopY or Script. 
Before the copy can be sent to the publishers with the order 
or the script sent to the radio station, it must be prepared by the 
artists and writers of the agency staff and approved by the advertiser. 
Copy will be prepared with the old familiar quartet in mind, IIGet their 
attention, get their interest, create desire or conviction, produce 
actionn .~** This is an old but sound slogan and the only thing that 
changes is the ways to get attention, interest, desire, and action. All 
advertising aims to do these things quickly and clearly. 
In a large agency the securing of the needed art work is the 
function of the art department while securing of the other materials is 
delegated to the production department. In smaller agencies one depart-
ment will handle both functions • 
For publication advertising, each il~ustration ordinarily 
begins from a rough tissue layout and proceeds to a finished rough layout 
which looks almost like the finished advertisement. This is submitted to 
the client for his approval. This work together with the mechanical lay-
outs and rescale layouts is usually done by artists inside the agency. 
However, agencies are not limited to their own staffs, and may employ 
free-lance artists or photographers from whom it is customary to purchase 
exclusive rights to the material for itself or for its client. 
After the illustration and copy are decided upon, the next step 
* 11, p ·47-53. 
-:!PA' 46, p .13 • 
lS 
is mechanical production which is virtually always done by outside 
organizations - typographer or typesetter for copy set in type; photo-
engraver for engravings of illustrations; and finally electrotyper for 
electrotypes, mats or other duplicate materials, in such quantities as 
may be needed. 
Radio and television production involve a parallel process of 
building a program to fit the market, just as the advertising copy and 
illustration are built to attract prospects for the product. The agency 
may supply the script writers, select the radio artists, cast them in 
the parts, direct, rehearse, and produce the show. It may also engage 
outside free-lance talent or purchase the entire show as a live-talent 
or transcribed ttpackagett from the broadcasters or special services.* 
C. Unique Accounting Features. 
l. Job Cost Accounting. 
Nearly all advertising contracts are on a cost plus a per-
centage of cost basis. More than one type of service may be performed 
for each client so the costs of these services must be segregated. 
Agency cost accounting systems usually accumulate costs by jobs and by 
types of service. This is necessary for several reasons including ac-
cumulation of billing data, cost allocation, profit analysis, budget 
comparison, and management purposes. Most of these reasons are not 
· unique with advertising agencies so that agencies have cost accounting 
systems for the same reasons that manufacturing and other companies do. 
However, an advertising agency's invoice to its client is 
* 7, p.i5-l6. 
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built up from charges incurred by the agency. Billing from media to 
the agency is at the established rate for the space or time used less 
the agency commiss~on which is usually 15% of the gross bill. In many 
agencies this is the only income from the service of placing advertising 
with the media and constitutes the major portion of all.advertising 
agency income. The rate of commission is not uniform but 15% is general-
ly the rate. The gross amount of the media invoice is then rebilled to 
the advertiser by the agency together with any costs of production of the 
ad, as will be taken up next. Liabilities for space and time incurred by 
the agency for the benefit of the agency must therefore be stated accur-
ately so that correct bills can be rendered to the client. Thus the 
agency function of incurring liabilities for the benefit of a principal 
which are later reimbursed is fulfilled. 
Production costs or mechanical costs are also billed on to the 
client. These charges are often small so it is important that the system 
include sufficient control to assure that all charges applicable to a job 
are recorded against it • The nature of production costs has previously 
been discussed. It is customary for the agency to make a 15% profit on 
the sale value of production costs • To compute this amount, all charges 
are totalled and multiplied by 17.65% which amount is then added to the 
amount of the charges to arrive at the sale value to be billed to the 
client. This is an important calculation and is thus illustrated: 
Cost of production $ 85 
Multiply by 17.65% _12 
Charge to client $100 
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The mistake should never be made of adding fifteen percent to the cost 
of production as obviously that would not produce a profit of fifteen 
percent on sales value. 
Occasionally, the agency will not have a cost plus. agreement 
with the client in which case it may feel that the advertisement warrants 
a profit in excess of the standard rate. The charge will then represent 
a combination of the agency's estimate of what the production is worth 
and what advertiser would be willing to pay for it. Because of this 
factor, income from production will usually return more than 15% whereas 
the accuracy of income from media billing can usually be tested by the 
15% ratio. 
2. Billing of Media. 
Payment to the media, billing to the client, and the 2% cash 
discount are all closely inter-related in the agency business. The agency 
must pay its bills when due or it will lose its credit with. the media. Be-
cause of the large amounts involved this would seriously handicap, if not 
elimina~e,an agency if it were to lose its credit standing with a number of 
media. Different types of media allow different terms of payment. 
Newspaper publishers usually require payment on the tenth or 
fifteenth of the month following publication, although some allow until 
the twentieth or twenty-fifth. Agencies usually send out their bills for 
newspaper advertising to their clients on the first· of the month for the 
previous month 1 s space used. Since the publishers cannot get their in-
voices to the agency by this date particularly for advertising in the lat-
ter part of the month, three common methods are used to secure payment 
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from the advertiser so that the money is received before the agency must 
pay the publication. The agency can bill on the basis of bills received 
from the. publisher and the space used may or may not have been checked 
for correctness of the charge. The client may be billed on the ba~is of 
space ordered. The other method is to send out an estimated bill which 
must be adjusted with the client later upon receipt of the checking copy 
and upon audit of the publisher t s bill. 
Many magazines and trade papers require payment for the space 
prior to the publication date which makes it necessary for the agency to 
bill the client before the advertising has actually appeared. Weekly 
magazines.usually require payment on the tenth, fifteenth, or thirtieth 
of the month of issue. Monthly magazines require payment either during 
the month preceding issue or during the month of issue. Agencies bill 
their clients so that payment is received before they must pay the pub-
lisher. No adjustment of the original billing is necessary since, unlike 
newspapers, advertisements in magazines always require the amount of space 
ordered by the agency, the plate being furnished by the agency.* 
Radio time and talent, and outdoor advertising companies have 
their own particular payment requirements • From the above description. of 
the requirements of newspaper and magazine publishers, it is important to 
note that all systems emphasize that payment should be received from the 
client before or at th~ same time as payment is to be made to the publisher. 
Media and their various associations have encouraged this practice as shown 
by the following: 
* ll, p.l24-155· 
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11They (media) strongly support the principle that the agency 
collect from clients in time to pay media, since to do otherwise 
would increase the agency's credit risk, and in turn increase the 
credit risk of media •. 
11 There is another reason why collecting in time to pay has be-
come the. universal custom of the agency business. Advertising media, 
in establishing and maintaining the agency system, have recognized 
the advantage to them, and to advertisers, of attracting to the 
agency business people of high creative talent and advertising 
ability. Few people, relatively, have these talents. Were it ne-
cessary, in starting an agency, to possess not only outstanding 
creative ability, but also sufficient capital to finance clients' 
advertising (in.,addition to the capital needed for operating and 
credit purposes and for providing financial security,) very few of 
I 
those having the required talent would find it possible to enter the 
field."* 
Failure to bill promptly would place a heavy financial burden 
on the agency since its liability to media will often exceed by several 
times its net worth or its cash. It would be difficult and impractical 
for an agency to provide sufficient working capital to finance its ac-
counts receivable. Furthermore, failure to pay media when due would ruin 
its credit standing. Hence, the custom has been established and accepted 
of arranging the flow of cash so that the agency requires a minimum of 
cash to operate and of actually paying for the clients' advertising with 
* 44, p.l-2. 
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their own money. 
The job cost system should be designed so that costs are 
available for prompt billing. Records should be available which show 
easily and clearly the expected cost of the advertisement for use in 
billing on an estimated basis. Billing in advance of receipt of the 
media invoice is a very common practice. The following illustrates the 
foregoing material and shows a typical schedule of a weekly magazine 
and the usual financing policy of an agency: 
Date publication is 
released. 
Date of closing. 
Date bill is submitted 
to client. 
Date bill is rendered 
by publisher. 
Dated Saturday; on sale Wednesday 
preceding issue date. 
Black and white ads - last forms close 
5 weeks preceding publication date. 
color ads- 8 weeks. 
First of month of publication date. 
Twentieth of month of publication date. 
Date bill is to be paid Twenty-seventh of month of publication 
by client. date. 
Date bill is to be paid Last day of month of publication date.* 
to publisher. 
3 • Cash Discount • 
The cash discount is not an unusual term but its use and pur-
po5e in the advertising field certainly is unique. Concerning it the 
AAAA has written, "The customary 2% cash discount on national advertis-
ing may seem a small matter. On the contrary, it is the cornerstone of 
agency credit, since agencies collect and are liable for $100 for every 
$15 they earn for themselves. 
tiThe 2% discount offers the means of quick, certain collection 
* 6, p -334· 
of bills. Without it, agencies would be in the banking business and 
not in the adverti&ing business. Capital required to enter the business 
would be so large that it would be di:fficult or impossible for many 
individuals with large creative talent to make their contribution to the 
industry. 
11The Association therefore works continuously to promote under-
standing of the 2% cash discount, through educational effort."~~ 
The position of the influential Periodical Publishers Associa-
tion with respect to the cash discount is stated in a letter to the AAAA 
as follows: 
11 0ur members do not allow a cash discount for the purpose of 
getting agencies to pay them. promptly. In fact, they do not give the 
agency an option of taking the cash discount over taking time to pay. If 
the agency does not take the discount, the bill is immediately due and 
collectible anyway. 
"We allow the cash discount for only one purpose, namely to 
help the agents in collecting promptly from. their clients. rt** 
The agency's usual billing terms provide for payment in ten 
days and it is customar,y to state the due date and amount of cash dis-
count allowable on the invoice. The cash discount allowed to the client 
is the same amount as allowed by the media to the agency. Tn other words, 
the agency passes on to the advertiser the amount of the cash discount al-
lowed to him by the media, which is based on the cost to the agency. For 
example: 
* 47' p.? ~ 
~~ 44, p.2. 
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Invoice to Invoice to 
Advertiser Agency 
.Amount of gross invoice $100 $100 
Commission ~ _li 
Net $100 $ S5 
.Allowable cash discount $1.70 $1.70 
Not all media allow discounts on radio talent, production, or 
advertising materials.* 
4. Production Department Expenses • 
It is not unusual for an advertising agency to have its own 
production departments such as art, photography, and copy. These de-
partments may range from a single person up to a staff of many using art, 
photographic and other equipment representing a large investment. 
Operating expenses of these departments are charged to the proper depart-
ment expense accounts. On the basis of time reports of employees of these 
departments, these expenses are charged out to the clients and any remain-
ing costs in the particular production department expense account will then 
represent. unbillable costs, such as idle time or promotional work performed 
by the department to obtain new accounts or to increase the programs of 
current accounts.** 
In determining the hourly rate to be used in costing work for 
the client, care is exercised to make it sufficient to cover the employees' 
salaries and all department expenses.~• In some cases the rate is set 
high enough to cover vacations, holidays, and lost time. Thus a standard 
* ll, p.76. 
** 37, p.6SJ-4. 
*** 6, p.-333-4· 
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hourly rate is developed which is adjusted to changing conditions periodi-
cally or as necessary. 
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CHAPTER II- STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS. 
A., The Problem of Recognition. 
1. Necessity for Recognition. 
Like most other businesses, advertising agencies usually are 
born into humble circumstances. One or more account executives havirlg 
decided for any number of reasons to fend for themselves, break away 
from the agency by which they were employed and organize a partnership 
or corporation for the purpose of conducting a general advertising 
business. The prerequisites are capital and clients. The capital usual-
ly represents savings and personal borrowings. When clients with suf-
ficient volume of advertising have been lined up, the account executive 
withdraws from the old company, and commences business for himself. 
It is vital to the new agency to receive recognition immediate-
ly for two reasons, and it is equally vital for this agency to continue 
to receive recognition throughout its business life. 
a. Media Commissions. 
Advertising agencies receive, on the average, only about one-
fourth of their income directly from their clients. This compensation 
comes from two sources: 
(1) Service charges added to the cost of materials and services 
purchased by agencies in connection with their client's advertising. 
(2) Service fees for special services performed. 
These service charges and fees are arrived at individually by 
agreement between each agency and client. 
Agencies r principal source of income is the agency commission 
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allowed by advertising media. Neariy all major media allow agency com-
missions, usually fifteen percent of the medium's published rate.* 
Seventy-five percent of the gross income of advertising agencies 
($300,000,000 gross income in 1950) comes from advertising media commis-
sions. This represents approximately fifteen percent on two billion dol-
lars' worth of advertising placed by agencies in 1950.~~. 
It is fundamental in the media commission system that media 
allow commissions only to recognized agencies, that is, to those deemed 
qualified to perform the services for which the commission is allowed. 
This "recognition· of advertising agencies is a function performed by each 
individual medium and by associatisms of them. To obtain recognition, an 
agency must satisfy the medium on the following points: 
111. It must be a bona fide agency - i.e., free from control by 
an advertiser, in order that it may not be prejudiced or restricted 
in its service to all clients; free from control by a medium owner, 
in order that it may give unbiased advice to advertisers in the se-
lection of media. 
rr2. Pursuant to recognition terms of media, it must keep all 
commissions (i.e. not rebate any) received from media owners, in 
order to maintain their rate cards and devote the commissions to such 
service and development of advertising as the individual media owners 
desire. 
"3. It must possess adequate personnel of experience and ability 
to serve general advertisers.· 
* 41, p.l6. 
-!:* 40, p.4l. 
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114. It must have the financial capacity to meet the obli-
gations it incurs to media owners. 
UBeyond these four basic qualifications, some media impose 
others, such as the requirement that the agency must be currently 
placing advertising in certain types of media, or that the agency 
must have a certain minimum of capital."* 
The requirements as to point four above as promulgated bY the 
various associations and media will be touched on later. Suffice it to 
say for the present that it is perfectly obvious that the agency must 
obtain recognition to open up its major source of income. Any agency 
can place advertising, but unless the agency is ttrecognized11 it is not 
entitled to receive the fifteen percent agency commission.~'* 
b. Credit from Media. 
The second reason for desiring recognition is to obtain credit 
from media. It is possible that an agency may have recognition entitling 
it to the agency commission and not have .recognition enabling it to buy 
time or space on open account. In this case, the media would require 
cash with the order, but the agency would deduct the amount of the commis-
sion. Associations investigate the financial condition of each agency and 
determine what amount of credit the agency should be entitled to, B..nd make 
their recommendations to the publisher members. No publisher member is 
bound to accept the recommendation of the association, although it is 
usual for him to do so.* 
2. Financial Aspects of Recognition. 
The financial ability of the agency is only one of the phases of 
* 11, p.287. 
** 46' p .25-27. 
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investigation by the associations. The other phases relate to the 
appraisal of the agency's professional ability to render the service to 
advertisers which it proposes to do. The financial requirements of 
some of the better known publishers' associations follow, and these may 
be considered representative of the other associations. 
a. Periodical Publishers Association. 
Four members comprise this association, namely, Crowell-Collier 
Publishing Cot, Curtis Publishing Co., Hearst Magazines, Inc., and :McCall 
Corporation. This was the first group to deal with matters of agency 
credit and it established the present system of agency compensation and 
except for slight adjustments also the principles of agency recognition. 
As a basis for determining credit, agencies are asked to fill 
in a financial statement form. In computing the net current assets of an 
agency, the association uses the following unique rules: 
(l) Deducts ten percent from current accounts receivable. 
(Accounts over 30 days past due are not considered ttcurrentn .*) 
(2) Provides a reserve of twenty-five percent below market 
value on listed securities. 
(3) Provides a reserve of ten percent on unbilled advertising 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine the immediate 
liquidity. In other words, what funds are at once available with which 
to pay bills. For this reason, past due items are entirely deducted 
since; obviously, those funds are not on hand for the agent's use.~~ 
* 44, p.9. 
;'HE- ll, p.30l-302. 
**'A- 56, P·4· 
Net current assets required for recognition are $7,500. A 
computation of net current assets under the above rules as compared 
with the conventional method is as follows: 
Current .Assets: 
Cash on hand and in bank 
Accounts receivable: 
l-30 days . $6,603 
Over 30 days l,Oll 
Less reserve for doubtful 
accounts (489) 
Work in Process 
Total Current .Assets 
Current Liabilities 
Net Current .Assets 
Per 
Statement 
$ 7,167 
7,125 
1,768 
$16,060 
82~27 
$ 7,603 
.Adjust-
ments 
$(660) 
(~,,Oil) 
489 
(177) 
.As 
Adjusted 
$ 7,167 
5,943 
11 591 
$14,1-01 
82!;._57 
$ 6,244 
Although this agency has net current assets of $7,603 under the 
conventional method of computation, it has only $6,244 under the Periodi-
cal Publishers Association formula. This agency would not meet the re-
quirements of this association of $7,500 net current assets for credit, 
and would be obliged . to pay cash with order. 
b. American Newspaper Publishers Association. 
In contrast to the above association, this is composed of more 
than eight hundred newspaper publishers and makes recommendations to 
these publishers in connection with the recognition of agencies based on 
principles similar to those of other associations. As a general rule, 
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the Association's financial requirement is that agencies situated in 
small towns must maintain a minimum liquid capital of five thousand d~l.:., 
lars, that agencies in cities having a population of approximately five 
hundred thousand or more 1IU1St have a miniliUlm liquid capital of ten 
thousand dollars, except that for agencies in the city of New York the 
miniliUlm is twenty thousand dollars.* 
c. Agricultural Publishers Association. 
This association represents thirty-five farm publications and 
has as one of its services the recommending of agencies for recognition 
by its members. It facilitates buying space in any of these publications 
to be recognized by the association and thereby improves service to the 
clients. 
Thi.s association recommends both small and large agencies with-
in the United States and Canada whose principals have had sufficient ex-
perience in advertising ~g~ncies or closely allied advertising work to 
have demonstrated ability to service their clients properly and to con-
duct a sound business. It prefers that the agency have at least three 
active accounts, one of which must be using space in farm publications. 
In considering financial responsibility, the first qonsideration is not 
how large the agencyrs assets are, but whether they are deemed sufficient 
to handle properly the amount of advertising it is placing. Financial 
statements and references must be furnished annually·** 
d. Associated Business Papers. 
Representing 134 member publishers of industrial, institutional, 
* 11, p.290-294· 
** 42, p.l. 
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merchandising and professional business papers, this association also 
makes recommendations to its members of those advertising agencies 
which apply and meet the requirements • The current financial condition 
of the agency is of prime importance, and the number and kind of ac-
counts being currently handled is considered. It is their requirement 
also that there be at least three accounts one of which must be placing 
space in business papers. There must be an assurance that the agency is 
completely autonomous in its operations - free from control by advertiser 
or publisher. And the principals must have demonstrated suitable pro-
ficiency in their past experience and that their present service is 
satisfactory.* 
e. Radio and Television. 
There is as yet no central recognizing body similar to the 
publishers associations. However, network companies and independent 
stations usually grant recognition to those agencies which have been re-
cognized by the important publishers associations listed above.** 
3. Importance of Planning. 
From the foregoing, it is plainly evident that the owners of 
the agency·should endeavor to present financial statements showing the 
strongest possible condition under the circumstances on dates reports 
must be furnished to the associations. A plan, a forecast balance sheet, 
would be of great assistance in arriving at the desired financial condi-
tion and would point the way to situations needing attention long before 
it is too late to do anything about them. 
~f. ll, p.297-30L 
-¥'* 43) p .4. 
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B. The Problem of Financing. 
As is the case in many new ventures, the problem is not only 
that of the type of financing but also that of where to obtain financ-
ing. Of course, there is no problem at all if the account executives 
have been able to accumulate large savings accounts which they are wil-
ling to risk in the new venture, but this is not always the case. 
It is assumed that the new firm would choose the corporate form 
for many reasons two of which were pointed out by Ira Rubel and Norman 
Fields, CPA's specializing in accounting and tax services for advertis-
ing agencies. ttOne trend this year is toward corporate form of organi-
zation. There ares till a lot of small proprietors, however, who are 
losing tax money by not being incorporated. This is surprising because 
many of these agencies need to retain all or a large part of their pro-
fits to increase their working capital. To gain the tax advantage in 
the corporate form for businesses earning less than $25,000 a year, more 
of these small agencies should operate as corporations. A further advan-
tage of the corporate form is that it limits the liability of the owners."* 
1. Common Stock. 
The principals in the new firm will undoubtedly choose to issue 
common stock for the capital which they personalLY are able to provide. 
It is assumed for the purpose of developing the details of this problem 
that their capital contribution is known to be inadequate. It will neces-
sarily be a permanent contribution not to be withdrawn but to be in-
creased by earnings retained in the bus.iness. Control of the business 
* 48, P•56. 
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will rest in the owners of the common stock who will be the principals • · 
Common stock will probably not be sold to outsiders since common stock 
in small advertising agencies rarely has any value. 
Common stock is, of course, the most satisfactory source of 
funds as it is most advantageous in the computation of the net current 
assets for the purpose of recognition since its issuance for cash adds 
to the current assets without adding to the current liabilities. 
2. Preferred Stock. 
The issuance of preferred stock has the same balance sheet.ad-
vantages as common stqck in that it increases the current assets without 
increasing current liabilities. It can be used to attract capital with 
the intention of retiring it when retained.earnings have been added to 
working capital in sufficient amount to make the preferred stock no 
·longer necessary. By providing an attractive dividend rate and a retire-
ment premium, friends and relatives may be induced to add their capital 
contribution to the new firm. 
3 • Reinvested and Retained Earnings • 
The growth of many of our corporations has been financed 
tl:_lrough retention of earnings. One device that has been extensively em-
ployed by corporations with large surpluses and good earnings is that of 
supplementing the regular cash dividend on common stockwith special 
stock dividends from time to time. This has the effect of ploughing 
earnings back into the business by reducir,lg the surplus account and in-
creasing the number of shares of common stock outstanding·* This device 
* 3, p.4S5. 
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has been successfully used by many companies. Under present tax rates, 
however, it is not the most desirable practice. 
A more advantageous plan is to pay out all the earnings in 
salaries and let the principals reinvest the required amount in the com-
pany 1 s common stock. This can be done as a bookkeeping entry or by 
actually receiving a salary check and issuing a personal check in pay-
ment for the stock. This furnishes the corporation a deduction for in-
come tax purposes at the rate of 30% (1952) on the first $25,000 while 
the principals will undoubtedly pay personal taxes at lower rates at 
least during the formative years of the· agency. 
4. Borrowed Capital. 
Borrowing of funds for working capital has the disadvantage 
1that it does not add anything to net current assets for the p~rpose of 
recognition since it is added to both current assets and liabilities. 
Borrowing does not appear to be the solution to the problem of permanent 
source of funds. 
"Capital can ordinarily be borrowed to finance temporary condi-
tions and for such purpose can usually be obtained at less cost than per-
manent capital. Borrowed capital must be repaid in addition to meeting 
the interest payments, whereas permanent capital involves meeting interest 
or dividend payments only. The conditions in each company must determine 
whether to seek permanent or temporary capital. If the need is temporary, 
temporary capital is probably the answer. Conditions to be considered in 
connection with borrowing funds may be as follows: 
(l) Can the debt be repaid when due without sacrificing assets? 
(2) Can the debt be repaid at the current level of business? 
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(3) What will be the possibilities of repayment if business 
conditions are unfavorable?tr* 
In the next section it will be seen that it may be necessary 
for the agency to resort to short-term borrowing. That may be the first 
time that the officers will have called to their attention the advisa-
bility of developing a budget. HAn indication of the g:ttowing role that 
the budget is assuming in the financial structure of the. small manufac-
turer is the importance banks and credit agencies have been placing upon 
the projection into the future of a prospective borrower's position •. 
These institutions which supply the cash life-line to smaller enterprises 
are finding that the customary Balance Sheet. and Profit and Loss State-
ment, while offering an acceptable picture of the financial position as 
at a certain date and a complete record of operation for a past period 
to that date, are insufficient where additional financing is being sought 
for expanded operations. Consequently, it is becoming common practice 
for these institutions to require a formal forecast of anticipated opera-
tions and financial position. 1'** 
C. Adequate Cash Balance. 
Having a sufficiently large cash balance in the bank at the 
dates bills from media are due is a problem closely related t'o the pre-
ceding section on financing, as well as billing and the two percent cash 
discount discussed in the first chapter. According to the schedule out-
lined in that chapter, the agency should receive the advertiser's check 
in time to send its check on to the publisher so that it is not necessary 
* 10, p.l28. 
7~ 38, p ·335. 
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for him to have a large cash balance. However, advertising is not all done 
by,companies enjoying 11 hightr credit ratings • Likewise, all agencies do 
not have as much business as they should so that they can be completely 
selective of clients • The combination of these two factors will inevit-
ably produce slowness in accounts receivable. An agency can afford only 
a certain amount of this slowness but for various reasons may be willing 
to countenance it. For instance, a client may be experiencing temporary 
working capital problems and the agency may hope to develop a lpyal 
client by carrying him through a trying period •. Or the business may be 
extremely profitable, more than compensating for the difficulty and in-
. 
convenience of carrying a slow account. 
The management must then have a practical solution to a problem 
that in theory should never exist. The first attack should be, of 
course, to make a special collection effort in the direction ·of the de-
linquent accounts. Often a bill is held up because one or two items can-
not be checked or are not understood. Prompt follow-up immediately after 
the due-date may result in the question being cleared up and payment made. 
No client should resent a reminder that an invoice is past due, and the 
agency should be emphatic that payment must be made by the due date, and 
the discount taken if any is allowed. 
It is also suggested that an agency early become intimately 
acquainted with its bankers and they with the business of the ~gency. 
The bank officers should be invited to the agency office to observe the 
business first hand. They should be furnished with financial statements 
at least annually accompanied by a letter outlining the progress of the 
business. The agency should take the initiative in doing anything 
that will create confidence of the bank in the agency. This confi-
dence cultivated in advance will help in obtaining loans when needed 
and in protecting the agency's reputation among bankers and business 
men. It may be advisable to borrow temporarily from the banks rather 
than to allow cash balances to get too low which will help to establish 
the agency's credit with the bank for use in the future when loans may 
be necessary.* 
If an agency's cash position has declined too low so that 
funds are not available to pay media and funds are not received when 
due from advertisers, borrowing from a bank would certainly be desirable. 
In so doing, it would be able to earn its cash discount and protect its 
credit standing with the media which would more than offset the interest 
charge on the loan since it would not allow the cash discount to the 
advertiser when payment is made after the due date. 
D. Compensation of Principals. 
As in most of the other professions, advertising agencies 
range from the one-man company to the large fully-staffed firms. The 
largest number of agencies would presumably fall into the small class. 
One of the features emphasized previously is the small capital necessary 
to enter this business. It is usually expected to provide necessary 
growth capital through profits. This brings up the problems of paying 
salaries, converting earnings into capital, and minimizing income taxes. 
* 44, p.5. 
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l• Income Tax Problems. 
With modest earnings, it will be most advantageous for the 
firm to pay out all of the earnings as salaries. These salaries will 
be taxed at the lower personal rates. The following is a comparison 
of the Federal income taxes for the year 1952 based on income splitting 
and the combined normal and surtax schedule for the individual, and. 
corporation taxes on the same amount of income: 
Net Taxable Personal Corporation 
Income Income Taxes Income Taxes 
$ 4,000 $ sss $ 1,200 
s,ooo l,S72 2,400 
12,000 3,032 3,600 
16,000 4,392 4,SOO 
20,000 5,912 6,000 
24,000 7,592 7,200 
2S,OOO 11,632 9,060 
32,000 l3,S72 ll,l40 
Growth through the retention of earnings in the business is 
costly at the present rates. The owners should attempt to avoid as 
long as possible double taxation in the for.m of taxes on the corpora-
tion earnings, and personal income taxes on dividends. The table above 
shows that it is to the owner's tax advantage to pay out all earnings as 
salaries until each principal's personal taxable income reaches approxi-
mately $20,000 rather than to leave earnings in the business as retained 
pru~its (or earned surplus) since the owner's personal income tax rates 
are lower up to this amount. Growth capital can then be paid back into 
the corporation in the form of purchase of additional common stock to 
the extent necessary. There is, of course, a point above which the 
Bureau of Internal Revenue would consider that salaries represented 
dividends rather than salaries to the owners. In general, the test of 
reasonableness governs. 
Salaries and other compensation for personal services actual-
ly rendered are deductible provided the payment is reasonable compensa-
tion for the personal services actually rendered, and the sole test of 
deductibility is ~hether they are reasonable and in fact payment for 
services. The recipients of the salaries may be the equal owners of 
the business and draw equal salaries so long as they are for services 
rendered to the company. Payments made in the case where the owners 
did not render equal service might be considered as dividends to the ex-
tent that it was felt that services were not rendered. However, salary 
payments made in proportion' to stock holdings are not conclusive against 
their deductibility if the payments were reasonable for the services 
rendered. 
Compensation is considered·reasonable if it is in such amount 
as would ordinarily be paid in a similar enterprise under like circum-
stances. There is no .mathematical rule, but each case is determined on 
the basis of its own particular facts. Consideration is given to the 
character and amount of responsibility, ease or difficulty of the work, 
working conditions, individual ability, technical training, profitable-
ness of the services rendered, availability of others to do the work, etc. 
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In one case where the stockholders took only nominal. salaries while 
the business was becoming successful, extraordinary compensation was 
paid to them in later years and allowed as a deduction.* 
The firm for which this budget is being prepared has not 
reached the point where it is more profitable to increase working capi-
tal through the retention of earnings. However, the table shows that 
when each pr:incipal 1s personal taxable :income surpasses $20,000, it. is 
progressively more advantageous to acquire growth capital through re-
tention of earnings. 
2. Determination of the Amount of Salaries. 
So long as the firm is earning an amount which represents a 
reasonable total of salaries for the owners, the determination of how 
much to pay out each month as salaries will present a regularly recur-
ring problem. Net income varies each month with the volume of sales 
and, therefore, the net profit available for distribution to the 
owners is not known until the books· are closed the first of the next 
month. At the end of the fiscal year, a close approximation of the 
final month's profit is made, and that month has to stand two month's 
salaries charges unless an accrual has been made in the. first month of 
the year, and each month thereafter. 
In spite of meet:ing the.test of reasonableness, this method 
of paying salaries is open to the criticism by the Bureau that it is a 
distribution of profits and, therefore, all or part of it represents a 
dividend rather than salary. Such a determination by the Bureau would 
have a serious financial effect since the amount determined to represent 
* 4, p .11083-11087 • 
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dividends would be added to the taxable income and taxed. The prin-
cipals would pay the same amount of tax whether their income was 
determined to be salary or dividends. To avoid this criticism, it 
is advisable for the Board of Directors to vote the officers 1 salaries 
which should be paid or accrued regardless of profits. 
·With a plan showing the expected profits, it would be pos-
sible to determine an estimated amount for salaries which would consume 
nearly all of the profits. This could be payable each month, as voted 
by the Directors, and should make it easier for the owners to arrange 
their personal finances. These salaries could be adjusted annually, or 
perhaps semi-annually, in the light of variances from the plan. Further-
more, if the plan indicated that salaries were inadequate to meet the 
owners' needs, they could take whatever action is necessary to obtain 
higher salaries through reduction of expenses, increasing volume, elim-
ination of unprofitable accounts, etc .. 
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CHAPTER III - THE V .ALUE OF A BUDGET. 
A. The Rise of the Budget as a Control Tool. 
Accounting has come to be recognized everywhere as the 
language of business, a technique for measuring, evaluating, and 
aiding business progress. It is a young profession, legal recogni-
tion of public accounting having been granted in 1896 when New York 
State enacted the first law governing Certified Public Accountants.* 
As business expanded under the corporate form of organization, ac-
counting experienced a parallel growth. It is credited with being 
one of the important reasons business has been able to expand to such 
great size. At least growth did keep pace with the need. 
Accounting has progressed from mere recording of receipts and 
disbursements under the single entry system into a profession 0f many 
facets. The profession now is divided into two broad classes of ac-
countants, public and private (or industrial) • Among these groups are 
found specialists in auditing, taxes, systems, cost accounting, and 
budgeting. 
Where public accounting has not been alert to its possibili-
ties of service to its clients or has been unable to provide the service, 
another field has developed, management consulting, which goes beyond the 
realm of historical accounting to render assistance in management of the 
business. A similar development also has occurred within business it-
self with the rise of the position of Controller (Comptroller) • lllflhen 
any company graduates from the one-man stage, where everything is carried 
in one man's head, it is in need of a Controller.n~f- Thus when businesses 
* 55_, p.l. 
~E* 54, p .1. 
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have grown and proceeded from first to second and third generation 
ownership and management_, it has become wise to apply sound scientific 
management devices including accounting. 
It is the Controller's duty to compile the records for his 
company, summarize and interpret results_, and advise his management 
which then has the responsibility for accepting or rejecting his recom-
mendations. Through the years budgeting has been developed as a tool 
which the Controller and management use in measuring, checking, inter-
preting, and assisting in controlling results. 
B. Inadequacy of Conventional Accounting. 
The resul~s of financial accounting are usually expressed in 
the annual or monthly reports containing basicly a balance sheet_, and 
profit and loss statement. Information from annual reports is usually 
available to stockholders either directly or through summaries published 
in financial papers. 
1. Use by Owners or Investors. 
Without doubt_, stockholders look first to the Profit and Loss 
Statement for trNet Profit after Taxes" because their prime interest is 
in the prospect of receiving dividends. By dividing this figure by the 
number of shares outstanding, the earnings per share are obtained. This 
helps the investor decide whether he should buy_, hold, or se~l his stock. 
As William D. Cranstoun, CPA, pointed out in a speech before the American 
Institute of Accountants in Boston on October 13, 1950, in a widely-held 
company this may be done readily, but iri a closely-held company, there is 
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no quick avenue of escape when one desires· to sell. If a company is 
earning a fair return on each share and paying out dividends which 
constitute an adequate return on the money invested, the owner will be 
content with his shares. If dividends are being earned but not de-
clared, he .may be inclined to switch stocks. If earnings are not there 
at all, he probably would sell his stock. 
A careful investor will obtain several years' financial state-
ments and arrange the data in columnar form. He will then compare each 
classification by years, looking for trends and unusual variations. If 
the trends are favorable and indicate growth or improvement in financial 
position, it would probably indicate that the stock might be held for 
appreciation, perhaps foregoing present and near-future dividends. Un-
favorable trends might signify that the stock should be sold in spite of 
liberal present dividends. Unusual variations should lead the investor 
to seek further information outside the financial statements. 
It is important for this comparison that the statements be con-
sistently prepared from period to period. An investor has the right to 
assume that this is true of certified statements and that any change in 
the accounting treatment of similar items will be fully disclosed.* 
Investors are interested in the balance sheet from the point 
of view of liquidity of the company's current assets - availability of 
funds to pay dividends if declared. Next of interest perhaps is the 
financial strength of the company as revealed by comparing current as-
sets and liabilities, and a skilled analyst will look for many other 
* 1, p.2!59. 
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informative ratios. 
2. Use by Management. 
The previous section dealt with owners as dissociated from 
managers. Actually, in most business enterprises the owners are 
closely associated, if not identical, with the managers. Regardless 
~ 
of this, management 1 s use of financial statements will be for the same 
purposes. ttin modern corporate practice, management is, in effei;:t, in 
the position of a trustee for the capital it employs in operations; it 
is responsible to the owners for the conservation of that capital, .and 
the financial reports are necessary to complete the record of success 
or failure in its discharge of that responsibility. 11* 
Just how does management employ the balance sheet in control-
ling the business? Apparently it is not used IInlCh as a management tool. 
A balance sheet is a report of the assets and liabilities of a company 
as of a given date, and is usually at least a week old. Its use as a 
control instrument is limited to indicating trends, when compared with 
previous balance sheets in the same manner as used by the investor. 
Liquidity of the assets can also be determined if operating 
data are considered, as can soundness of financing methods employed.** 
Of most interest in day to day management are the current assets and 
liabilities. In fact, the very existence of the e~m~a~y depends upon 
maintenance of a proper ratio between the two. A ratio of two to one has 
come to be accepted as desirable in most businesses, but may be higher or 
lower in different types of industries. The proper relationship indicates 
the company1 s ability to meet its payroll, pay for its purchases and 
taxes, and even make deposits for taxes and savings withheld from the 
pay of employees. 
The items which comprise the current assets and liabilities 
will be noted carefully and management will try to keep the desired de-
gree of liquidity. Retaining sufficient cash in the bank is an impor-
tant task and objective of many businesses today, particularly the small 
undercapitalized companies. As a control measure, many treasurers have 
a daily financial report prepared which in its simplest form gives the 
previous day 1 s baru< balances, receipts and disbursements for the day, 
and the ending bank balances • This same report may be expanded to in-
clude sales to date and accounts receivable balance, and the accounts 
payable balance broken down to show amounts due to largest vendors. When 
the three parts of this report are properly related, it can be ascertained 
if sufficient cash is or will be at hand to meet the company 1 s obligations 
at their due dates. This is not a particularly strong control tool but 
it fills a need that the balance sheet does not. 
If accpunts receivable are noted to be increasing, the col-
lection period may be lengthening. To determine this a detailed schedule 
supplementing the balance sheet in the form of an aging of the accounts 
receivable is usually prepared. The present summary showing amounts and 
percentages in each collection period, i.e., current, 30 days old, etc., 
can be compared with previous summaries to indicate any change in customer 
payment practices. Ratios can only be relied on, however, as indicators, 
and it is necessary to review the individual accounts to really find the 
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so~rce of gro\~g slowness. Collection effort can then be directed 
at the delinquent accounts. Perhaps the slowness can be explained 
satisfactorily and accepted by management as company policy of assist-
ing certain customers through peak periods of work in process or 
seasonal inventory accumulation. 
Inventory is the least liquid of the ordinar.y current assets. 
While an outsider may regard a high percentage of inventory in relation 
to total current assets as a weakness, management may view it as a very 
favorable sign. If this inventory is in work in process, it may indi-
cate a busy plant; in raw materials, it may be a hedge against possible 
future shortages. Low inventories may be a danger signal rather than a 
mark of close inventory manag~ment. Management will view the inventory 
with interest noting any increase or decrease and interpreting it in the 
light of other known factors. However, to do this the details of the 
inventory or at least summaries ?Y classes are necessary rather than the 
information shown on the balance sheet. 
HTo understand the balance sheet of a going business, it is 
necessary to know something about the relationship of the investments in 
various classes of assets to the use which is made of them. 11 7~ Two of 
these relationships that are most frequently computed are average inven-
tories to cost of sales for a ~eriod giving inventory turnover, and ac-
counts receivable to sales giving accounts receivable turnover. There 
are others, but the author voices a warning that these 11 turnover measures 
in most cases do little more than disclose the major points of weakness 
* l, p.292. 
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or strength in the financial picture·"* 
The information contained in the profit and loss statement 
and supporting detailed schedules is of vital LDterest to management 
and is made more meaningful because of the supporting schedules. Sales 
details may show what products are selling best and in which terri-
tories. The manufacturing expense schedule may have a very detailed 
breakdown of these costs with ratios and comparisons with prior per-
iods. However, the conventional profit and loss statement is not as 
useful or informative as it could be if actual results could be com-
pared with a reliable standard of performance. Interpretation of the 
figures is made more significant when actual performance is viewed in 
comparison with what performance under the same circumstances should 
have been. As a control device, the profit and loss statement suffers 
the same deficiencies as the balance sheet, althorigh it is of itself 
probably much more used by management. 
3. Presentment to Outsiders. 
The balance sheet is apparently used most by management in 
dealing with outsiders where it is desired to give an understanding of 
the companyt s financial strength. By using only the balance sheet, no 
operating data - volume, costs, or profits have to be disclosed. In 
obtaining credit with vendors, the balance sheet is frequently given and 
holding it back is usual1y a sign of weakness. The officer seeking cre-
dit will usually point to the current working capital section and explain 
the composition and condition of each major account. If a good relation-
ship exists he will probably point out the high ratio of capital to total 
* 1, p.294-
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liabilities and capital, or to investment in fixed assets, showing that 
the business is being run largely on invested capital, rather than on 
the creditor's money. 
In going before banks and other sources of long-term loans, 
the security afforded by the fixed assets may be emphasized. Prospec-
tive investors will be interested also in the security of their money, 
but will be primarily interested in the prospect and stability of earn-
ings. But as pointed out in Chaper I, lending agencies are becoming 
increasingly partial to the income statement. And, while not developed 
in all the fine points, a forecast of sales, a flow chart of inventory 
through accounts receivable and finally into cash is a common require-
ment. There is a definite trend away from the conventional statements 
toward a forecast or budget which shows how the company expects to be 
able to repay its indebtedness. 
4. Financial Statements not Control Tools. 
Until recent years it was assumed that the conventional finan-
cial statements, the balance sheet and income statement, served the pur-
poses for which they were created, respectively, a picture of the status 
of the business as of one instance, and a summary of operations result-
ing in a profit or loss over a specified period of time. However, George 
0. May considers that the balance sheet is only partly in the nature of 
an instantaneous picture, and part is historical, and part purely conven-
tional. Intelligent investors have realized that earning capacity is the 
crucially important fact in the valuation of an industrial enterprise 
making the income account far more important than the balance sheet. He 
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suggests that.the time is rlpe for reconsideration of the usefulness of 
the balance sheet and the possible substitution of another form of state-
ment which would be more valuable·* 
Even the conventional profit and loss statement has come under 
criticism :for various reasons. One criticism is that ficticious profits 
are reported when the first-in~ :first-out inventory valuation method is 
used rather than the last-in, :first-out method. Another criticism is 
that-through basing depreciation on cost rather than replacement value, 
unrealistic charges for depreciation are included resulting in inflated 
profits, insufficient allowance to replace fixed assets when needed, and 
a general weakening of the :financial condition of the company, none of 
which are revealed by the statements. 
Alexander Bac also criticized the profit and loss statement in 
its traditional form as a guide for makillg management decisions in that 
fixed and variable expenses are not separated. Decisions as to changing 
volume, eliminating or adding products, can result in effects quite the 
opposite of that expected if these factors are not taken into account in 
management planning. This is because the relationship of the costs, ex-
penses, and profits to various levels of sales or operations is not indi-
cated on this statement. He further believes that charging a part of the 
fixed expenses to invento~ is an objectionable conventional practice 
which is misleading to management.** 
The conclusion of this section is then that although conventional 
:financial statements may or may not currently serve the purpose for which 
* 24, p.98-10l. 
** 22, p.l06-lll. 
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they are prepared, they are not designed or intended to be used as a 
control instrument. The budget or forecast has been developed to ful-
fill this need. 
C. The Budget as a Control Tool. 
1. Accounting 1s Role in Management. 
Historically, the accountant has been the person who recorded 
the daily transactions and prepared the periodical financial statements 
which were turned over to management for study and whatever use they 
could get out of them. Under the modern controllership concept, parti-
cular emphasis is placed on the reporting phase. The first step in re-
porting is analysis of all the facts that are pertinent to the problems 
for which a solution is sought. The accountant should dig out all of 
the material factors and discard immaterial data, being sure that he 
knows management 1 s purposes for the reports or data he is preparing. 
The second step is to make a comparison of the current data 
within a frame of refe!'.ence, such as a set of standards, a budget, or a 
previous period. When standards or budgets are not available for compari-
son average activity levels can be used, together with some of the tech-
niques of break-even analysis, or separation of costs between f~ed and 
variable.* However, comparison of the past with the present presumes 
that past performance is a norm of judging the present which is not neces-
sarily true. Classifications, methods, values, and objectives change. 
Business conditions never remain constant.** 
Further argument against comparison with the past is that totals 
* 30, p -3-10. 
** 13' p.l43. 
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may be made up of details which differ in different periods. Account-
ing classifications, price levels, customers, territories often change. 
Furthermore, prior year's performance may not have represented satis-
facto~ performance.* 
Communication of the results to this point is the next step, 
and one where there is room for considerable improvement. The account-
ant should endeavor to present the facts as simply and clearly as pos-
sible using whatever visualizing aids such as charts and pictograms 
seem suitable. The report should show causes as well as effects. The 
nature of variations from the budgeted figure and the amount the varia-
tion·should have been should all be explained so that further analysis 
by the management is unnecessary. 
The fulfillment of the reporting function is when the data 
have been analyzed and presented so as to tell business management the 
-complete story. It should answer the questions, ttHow did we do in the 
past?", nHow are we doing at the pres<ent time?11 , "How will we do in the 
future?", and 1'What will be the effect of doing so-and-so?lt .~H~ 
a. Management's Requirements in Statements. 
Reports are made to three levels of management - top manage-
ment, coordinating executives, and operating supervisors. The prmci-
ples of reporting to each level are essentially the same although each 
may vary in subject matter and amount of detail. To be of value, a 
financial report should assist its reader in managing the affairs which 
are reviewed there-in and must necessarily be prompt·* II Approximations 
* 10, p.2. 
* 30, P•3-l0. 
today are of more value for control purposes than exact figures 
tomorrow.''* 
Other requirements are that it should present a comparison 
of actual facts with a norm of performance; it should be consistent 
and simple; and it must be factual. Reports should be consistent be-
tween periods and in order to achieve this, information should origi-
nate from a common source--summaries and details should agree all up 
and dovm the line of reporting. Facts should be presented rather than 
quasi interpretations so that the executive has information direct from 
the books, related to some norm of performance for guidance in estab-
lishing his line of action.* 
The thing that stands out in this section is that to fulfill 
completely accounting 1s role in management some standard is necessary 
for comparison, and the standard which is generally and most strongly ad-
vocated is a budget. 
2. The Advantages of Budgeting. 
A budget may be defined as a summary in financial terms of 
standards of performance for each division of responsibility against 
which operations are to be checked. It is the operating plan for a defi-
nite period. A budget has many advantages to recommend it. 
A budget is based on thorough investigation, study, and research. 
Prof. Heckert states that the cardinal advantage of systematic budgeting 
is that it tends to bring the executives to an early study of their pro-
blems and instills into the organization the habit of careful study 
* 17~ p.4-5· 
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before decision as to action. While most businesses are run on a 
day-to-day basis with decisions made on the basis of short-term advan-
tage~ if all persons in responsible positions have studied their pro-
blems in advance, decisions tend to be made in view of the long-range 
objectives as stated in the budget. 
A budget serves as a declaration of policies, and dispells the 
uncertainties which restrain the enthusiasm and energy of an organiza-
tion. When budget procedure is used, basic policies are periodically 
examined~ restated, and set forth as guiding principles for the organi-
zation at large. 
A budget defines objectives of the management. When the execu-
tives know that they are working toward a definite goal against which 
achievement will be measured, they willingly follow the leader toward 
that objective. That objective, however, must be based upon carefully 
laid plans rather than hope. 
A budget relates the activities of the business'to the expected 
general trend of business conditions. Since business moves through cycles 
of activity and depression, management must be on the alert for signals 
as to this movement in order to gear their business to the cycle. The 
plans should reflect courage or caution depending upon the expected 
trend. 
A budget directs capital and effort into the most profitable 
channel by means of a balanced and unified program. By careful study 
and planning a balance between sales, production, and inventories at the 
most favorable levels can be attained. Money can be spent for equipment 
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or turned into inventory or accounts receivable, whichever appears 
most profitable. Without planning, inventories are likely to get out 
of proportion to sales and production requirements, accounts receiv-
able may become excessively slow, and production facilities irregularly 
used. 
A budget coordinates and correlates effort which in some re-
spects is the most important purpose of budgeting. By timing the opera-
tions of all divisions properly and coordinating them the full power of 
united action can be secured. Likewise, when unforeseen and uncontrol-
lable situations arise, through the constant review and revision of 
plans, all divisions can be adjusted in proper relationship. 
A budget assists in controlling operations. Since some opera-
tions and expenditure are subject to very definite control, a comparison 
of the budgeted amount with the actual provides a signal for corrective 
action. 
A budget reveals weakness in the organization. When responsi-
bility is assigned and the proper authority delegated, failure in execu-
tion of the plan will be traceable to weaknesses in the organ:tzation. 
A budget makes it possible to stabilize empioyment and to .make 
more effective use of physical equipment. Leveling out production not 
only stabilizes employment to the benefit of both the workers and the 
employer, but also promotes the most economical use of the physical equip-
ment. 
A budget prevents waste since each expenditure is studied and 
planned in advance which constitutes the most effective preventitive of 
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3. Requirements for Successful Budgeting. 
There is considerable agreement among the writers on budget-
ing as to the requirements for successful budgeting. The first require-
ment for success is that the budgetary procedure have the full support 
of top management, particularly the chief executive. The idea of bud-
geting does not necessarily have to originate with him as he may be 
shown the value of it and sold on it by subordinates. But unless those 
who prepare the budget and operate it are convinced that it is the de-
sire of the chief executive, they will not support it. Weak leadership 
is a major difficulty in -budgeting.?-Yf-
Prof. Heckert lists a satisfactory organization as the first 
essential to successful budgeting. Although budgeting will reveal 
weakness in organization, a budget cannot be developed successfully until 
the concern is properly organized. This consists of intelligent group-
ing of tasks, coordination of the work of groups, establishment of defi-
nite lines of authority and a procedure ~or enforcement of the responsi-
x bility so assi.gned.*l''* Individual executives should have had a part in 
originating the plan, and must understand the extent and limits of their 
authority in carrying it out. 
The accounting system must provide the necessary information 
for comp.,arison. and control. The chart of accounts should pe arranged so 
that the information necessary in formulating a budget is provided in 
* 5, p.4-9. 
** 50, p.l3. 
?B~ 5, p .14. 
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sufficient detail. It should provide all of the facts necessary for 
effective planning. It should also be able to turn out reports very 
shortly aiter the close of the accounting period in order that any 
necessary corrective measures may be promptly adopted. J. W. Robinson 
called an up-to-date accounting system which will furnish proper re-
ports promptly and accurately whenever needed the first step toward a 
reliable business forecast in an article in 1923.* 
ttComparison with last year is only of interest, but you can't 
live last year over again.ll7f* It is important in regard to past per-
formance to determine what could or should have been done. For purposes 
of budgetary control it is essential that there be continuous research 
concerning what can be accomplished in the future. However, reasons for 
failure to achieve the budget should be sought out and responsibility 
plainly settled when possible. 
As previously pointed out, the budget is not the work of the 
controller alone, but represents the combined efforts of those at all 
levels of responsibility. Much of the paper work falls to the account-
ing department, but final determination of the budget is an executive 
matter, often invested in a llbudget committee II. One of this committee 
is usually designated as budget director, usually the controller, since 
it is necessary to fix ultimate responsibility for the practical mana-
gerial and supervisory tasks in one person.~* 
4. Types of Budgets and Purposes. 
John H. MacDonald refers to the master budget as a statement 
* 9, p.l205. 
*"If- 50, p.l7 . 
.Ye-ll* 6, p.225. 
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in summary form of all the budget activities carried on by a company. 
In a company having a complete plan this would include an estimated 
profit and loss statement, an estimated balance sheet, a cash budget, 
and a budget of capital expenditures. These budgets would be support-
ed by subsidiary budgets in as much detail as desired.* Complete bud-
getary control for the average manufacturing concern would require 
twenty-six major types of budgets according to Floyd H. Rowland, in-
eluding the four mentioned above.-l!* 
a. Operating Budget. 
The operating budget is a statement of the estimated profit 
and loss statement for the budget period. This is the basic budget 
in most companies and from it details are obtained which are necessary 
in building the other budgets •. However, the operating budget is also 
the result of the compilation of subsidiary budgets including the sales 
forecast, cost of goods sold or manufacturing budget, and overhead bud-
get. The latter includes estimates of selling, and general and admini-
strative expenses. 
The purpose of investing capital in a busL~ess is to earn a 
profit, and the purpose of the operating budget is to assure an opera-
ting plan which will yield the required return. The operating budget 
can·either start with the forecast of sales and arrive at the estimated 
profit, or it can start with the required profit and work back to the 
sales necessary to produce such a profit. This was the method advocated 
* 7, p.257-
~i* 51, p.20-2l. 
by Prof. Wells in his Business Management course at Boston University 
on the theory that the investors are entitled to a fair return on 
their capital and means should be found to gain that fair return. As 
a practical matter, however, it appears that most companies start with 
a sales forecast upon which the budget is built. 
The· control of profits is exercised by using the budget as a 
means of forecasting the results of an operating program, before the 
program is made effective. Thus, preventable losses are avoided before 
they are incurred, and the plan can be reviewed carefully to determine 
what changes can be made to secure more desirable results·* By the 
caref~l planning and preparation involved in preparing the budget, the 
sales, production, inventories, purchases, labor, manufacturing over-
head, and selling and administrative overhead are coordinated, and de-
partment heads made aware of their responsibility. Timely reports com-
paring the actual results with each of the component parts of the opera-
ting report are prepared and issued to those charged with responsibility 
so that variations from the plan can be investigated and operations cor-
rected or the budget revised where necessary. 
b. Cash Budget. 
This is the next logical step after the operating budget which 
provides some of the necessary data for the preparation of a cash budget. 
This is a forecast of the cash receipts and disbursements for the budget 
period and the estimated cash balances at the end of that period. It is a 
departure from the accrual basis of accounting to the cash basis.. Certain 
* 2, p.2. 
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items appearing in the operating budget as expenses, su.ch as deprecia-
tion, do not effect cash. Neither do accrued expenses until the pay-
ment is actually .made. The cash budget .may also include items not in 
the operating budget such as purchase of plant and equipment. 
Some of the reasons given in a survey of forty-five concerns 
for using a cash budget are: 
(1) To finance peaks of business activity. 
(2) To reduce bonded or bank debt. 
(3) To determine policies regarding plant extentions and 
provide funds for construction expenditures. 
(4) To provide for maturing obligations. 
(5) To increase earnings through cash discounts. 
(6) To improve credit standing.* 
The cash budget coordinates all the activities of the company 
involving cash so that need for borrowing funds can be foreseen and ar-
rangements made in advance. If surplus funds are foreseen, short-term. 
investments can be .made. By planning to have a satisfactory cash bal-
ance at all t:imes, the company's credit standing can be secured py 
prompt payment of vendor's invoices. 
c. Budget of Capital Expenditures. 
The budget of capital expenditures is not particularly impor-
tant to an advertising agency and is mentioned here only to round out 
the treatment of budgeting. It is one of the features of the business 
* 7' p .2JS-239. 
that small amounts of capital are necessary to begin business, and 
capital expenditures comprise mainly office furniture and equipment. 
This budget is a forecast of expenditures of five types: 
(1) .Additional equipment for expansion. 
(2) Renewal equipment for replacement of worn-out machinery. 
(3) Replacement e-quipment of_new types, as for cost reduction. 
(4) New product equipment for products not heretofore pro-
duced. 
(5) .Additions to buildings--building new facilities or making 
additions to old buildings to obtain more space, or more economical 
lay~out.* 
This budget of plant and equipment expenditures is one of the 
most important elements of the entire program in industries where plant 
and ~uipment represent a large portion of the investment.. Onere capital 
is committed to fixed assets and land it is usually impossible to sell 
them without some decrease of capital. Some expenditures are usually 
imperative if the concern is to continue operating; a considerable amount 
can be delayed a reasonable time; and some expenditures are entirely con-
tingent upon the decisions of management as to the rate of growth desired. 
Prof. Heckert states that the basic purpose of budgeting such expendi-
tures is to give considered judgment to their desirability, the time when 
they should be made, and the availability of funds by which they can be 
safely financed.*-~ 
.Although the budget is approved in total, strict control over 
* 10, p.24EL 
-if* 5, p.392-394· 
the expenditures is usually exercis·ed through approval of the spec i-
~ic expenditures usually through a system of authorizations and ap-
propriations. 
d. Balance Sheet Forecast. 
This is the next step in the budgetary procedure and one 
which ~ewer companies use than should, even among those who employ some 
phases of budgeting. Using the data previously accumulated as they ap-
ply to the balance sheet accounts, a statement of financial condition 
which the proposed operating schedule and cash management plan will pro-
duce at the end of a given budget period is drawn up. 
In the first textbook on budgeting James 0, McKinsey wrote 
that financial planning is the essence of financial administration and 
that without such planning the success of a business is a matter of ac-
cident.* Although the proposed operating program may promise satis-
factory results from the profit and cash standpoints, an estimated bal-
ance sheet as of the close of the budget period may disclose some unde-
sirable financial condition such as inadequate working capital or un-
satisfactory ratios of fixed assets to net worth or debt to net worth. 
The budget program should contain an estimated balance sh~et so that a 
forecasted undesirable condition may be avoided either by changing the 
operating program or taking such financial steps as may be indicated.-** 
A balance sheet forecast also affords a basis for checking the 
accuracy of the other budgets, and assists in determining what loans will 
* 8, p.295· 
** 2, p .3. 
be needed and for how long, in addition to being a preview of the 
balance sheet. Some companies questioned in a survey felt ~hat 
these were not adequate reasons for preparL~ a balance sheet fore-
cast. Another objection was that it is not practical for companies 
whose budgets at the beginning of the year represent only rough esti-
mates which are subject to revision.* 
e. A Budget is only a Tool. 
In an article on finding and plugging profit leaks, Edmund J. 
McCormick begins by stating that good controls are not a substitute for 
good management -they are a part of good management.~-* A budget is 
only a control tool filling a management need for objective standards of 
measurement, and for compar~son of actual results with those standards. 
It does not provide automatic answers to management problems, but pro-
vides something solid on which it can base its decisions. A budget 
points up deviations enabling management to take prompt corrective steps. 
liThe successful experience, which so many companies have had, 
and the value they derive from long-range planning suggest a wider adop-
tion of the practice by companies not now following this plan.u*** 
* 7, p.265. 
iB*" 18, p.2. 
*** 4, p.5. 
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CHAPTER IV - CRITERIA OF A GOOD BUDGET . 
Without going into the intricate details of how to build a 
budget, this chapter will examine some of the criteria a good budgetary 
procedure should contain. These criteria are all set forth in the text-
books on budgeting, and in addition for this purpose reference was made 
to the many articles which have been written on the subject, to the 
NACA Bulletins in particular. This approach brings out the theory of 
the textbooks but with the interpretation of the practical industrial 
accountant. , It is evident from the articles that the authors made re-
ference to the textbooks for some of the theory some of the articles 
contain, but each in turn discussed budgeting as it applied in his own 
company, or details of the particular phase of budgeting in which he 
was especially interested. For ease in organization, the criteria will 
be taken up as they apply to the different types of budgets. 
A. Operating Budget. 
In planning its operations, most companies try to cover a per-
iod of a year. A few lay out their plans for a five-year period with 
particular emphasis on the first year. This long-term planning is only 
adaptable to a business with very stable production which varies only 
with the general economic trend. In other businesses where sales are 
sensitive to many factors, planning may be valuable only for short per-
iods ot three to six months. This statement seems to be the consensus as 
to the length of period, liThe ideal situation might be a continuous pro-
gram of budgeting for a year ahead, either on a monthly or quarterly pro-
gram, with revisions being made currently as dictated by changing 
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condition. rti*-
1. Sales Forecast. 
The sales forecast is the basic part of the whole budgetary 
program, and as such should be thoughtfully and carefully prepared. 
It should not reflect the optimistic (or pessimistic) estimate of the 
sales manager, but rather should if possible be based on the current 
economip trend as indicated by any or several of the modern-day market 
potential indices.?B*- Many companies have been able to find one parti-
cular index which is a reliable indicator of conditions about to pre-
vail in their industry. Past years' sales patterns are usually poor in-
dicators of future activity and consequently should be avoided.* 
.Against the background of an accurate market analysis, a de-
tailed listing of anticipated sales by customers or customer type, ter-
ritory, model or part number should be prepared, and this should be 
tempered by the experience and sound judgment of the sales manager .1HE* 
Where possible, the units as well as dollars of sales should be shown 
making the next step in the budgetary procedure more accurate. The 
more extensive the break-down of sales the more accurate it should be-
come. 
It is also suggested that charts be prepared to determine the 
company's normal growth as well as seasonal variation. This is done by 
plotting sales by products over a number of years and analyzing the 
causes of large fluctuations • .Allowance for these trends can then be 
~*" 31, p.l04. 
?'& 23 , p • 217 • 
~HE* 2S, p.304. 
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made in the sales forecast for the future period under consideration.* 
While past years' sales patterns are usually poor indicators 
of future activity as stated above, John R. Bartizal suggests many ad-
vantages to be obtained from careful analysis of past sales. As the 
basis of the budget, the sales estimates should be attainable, and the 
best evidence that they are is that to a large extent they are based 
upon past performance. An analysis should be made for each product, 
for each district, and for each salesman's territory. This analysis 
should assist in determining for each product whether: 
(1) There is a demand for it. 
(2) The demand is created at too great an expense. 
(3) The product is being sold at a profit. 
(4) It fits into the general distribution scheme. 
(5) It is superior or inf.erior to that of competitors. 
(6) Sales thereof should be encouraged or the product ulti-
mately discontinued. 
Actual surveys have shown wasted sales effort and unnecessary 
products in inventory. One chain store found that 80% of its sales 
were from 20% of the products it stocked. An agent found that he sold 
95% of his sales to 50% of his customers and only 5% to the other 50%. 
Together with an analysis of distribution costs, it may be found that 
certain items or territories are being sold at a loss and consideration 
can be given to eliminating these losses.** 
* 36, p .1454-5 
** 2, p.23-26. 
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Responsibility for the sales forecast is usually delegated 
to the sales executive under whose supervision it is prepared with due 
consideration given to the market ~nalysis, past sales, plant capacity, 
inventories, price policies, growth, and seasonal variances.* 
T. F. Bradshaw suggests that the sales manager and the controller should 
operate as a team particularly where the controller has earned a place 
in top management. This makes available to the sales manager the con-
troller 1 s knowledge of figures from within the business and of external 
factors effecting the business. In addition the controller has the 
faculty of balance, putting the parts together to accomplish the ob-
jectives of the whole since he is in the best position to know something 
about all phases of the business.** 
Assignment of sales quotas after the overall corporate quota 
has been established should be done by sales management rather than 
having the salesmen and district managers compile their own quotas • 
However, they should be given an opportunity to criticize constructively, 
or augment, their quota. The procedure of arbitrarily allocating a per-
centage increase or decrease as compared with previous experience within 
the territory should not be followed since it merely accentuates a situ-
ation and happened without recognition of the theoretical quota deter-
mined by modern scientific indices which should come from each territory. 
This intelligent preparation of a sales quota is the best argument in 
placing a sales staff on the defensive instead of having the sales or-
ganization tell the inside office what the territory's possibilities 
* 36, P•l455-6. 
** 14, p .28-29. 
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amount to.* 
MUch has been written on the subject of flexibility of the 
budget or on the variable budget. The apparent necessity for such an 
approach to budgeting volume, and more particularly manufacturing 
overhead and selling and administrative expenses, arises from the fact 
that sales for many reasons may vary substantially from the forecast. 
Also in a manufacturing business where all that can be produced can be 
sold, the budget is usually based upon plant capacity. Unforeseen fac-
tors may enter into the picture causing the production level to increase 
or decrease and the capacity budget to become outmoded. The variable 
budget attempts to specify allowable expenses at various percentages of 
capacity. Its problems relate to expenses and originate because of 
variations in sales volume. 
2. Cost of Sales. 
When the quantities and sales value of goods to be sold have 
been determined, it next becomes necessary to ascertain the cost of ma~ 
ing those goods available for sale. The quantity to be sold minus the 
inventory at the beginning of the year plus the desired inventory at the 
end of the year will be the quantity to be produced during the year. 
The next step should be to correlate the sales with the inventory and pro-
ductic:m quantities so that each month's sales quota can be filled. At 
the same time it is not only desirable from a management viewpoint but 
also increasingly mandatory from a social viewpoint to maintain production 
* 52, p.6-8. 
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at a stable level to insure steady employment. 
Having arrived at the quantities of goods to be produced, 
the cost of producing them must be established. It is a basic princi-
ple that costs of manufacturing as well as distribution and adminis-
tration should be based on soundly predetermined or standard costs. 
But, as has been pointed out, predetermined or standard cost often has 
failed to bring to management a maximum of benefit because historical 
averages have been substituted for engineering specifications. These 
naturally contain all of the mistakes of the past and do not include 
current developments and future engineered changes.* 
~Vhere the company already has a standard cost system, its use 
eliminates some of the guesswork in budgeting the cost of goods sold. 
The standard costs applied.to the estimated quantities in the sales bud-
get supply the major element of cost of sales - a matter of arithmetic -
and it is only necessary to budget the variances to complete this part 
of the job.** One of the advantages of the budgetary procedure is the 
comparison of actual results with a standard. Vfuere the standard is a 
carefully set standard cost, the comparison becomes much more valuable. 
Even where no budget is prepared, the use of standard costs provides a 
tool for control of costs by furnishing reports showing.variations from 
the standard broken down by areas of personal responsibility. However, 
corrective action to eliminate variance causes lies in the field of 
management • ?h'f* 
The material standard for the parts composing the final product 
* 12, p.397· 
'*7~ 53' p -44. 
M& 25, :P·127. 
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is the basis of the purchases budget for the period with due consi-
deration being given to the raw material and parts inventories •. The 
material st~dard cost should be based on the current material prices, 
and quantities required should be based on realistic yields rather 
than on theory. No attempt should be made to speculate on future price 
changes.* 
The direct labor standard should represent labor time stan-
dards at current labor rates. Time standards should provide for normal 
variances so that they will represent normal and efficient operations 
rather than unattainable ideals. General wage rate increases at some 
future date should not be provided for, but allowances for merit and 
automatic rate increases already set up in the rate structure should 
be included.* 
The big problem in determining the cost of manufacturing or 
the cost of goods sold is manufacturing overhead. Part of these costs 
are fixed and do not vary with volume. Others in theory at least vary 
directly with volume, while a third class called semi-variable increase 
by stages as various levels of production are attained. EK_penses in 
these classes must be budgeted in the usual accounting classifications 
by centers of responsibility and combined finally into the manufacturing 
expense budget. This expense is apportioned over the period's produc-
tion. Where there is a standard cost system, an overhead rate will exist 
which will be applied to some measure of activity such as budgeted labor 
hours to obtain the budgeted manufacturing expense. 
* 2S, p .305. 
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In the variable budget mentioned previously, budgeted manu-
facturing expenses are divided between fixed and variable. Since the 
variable budget is intended to meet. the problem of rapid changes in 
production conditio~, because it takes their ups and downs directly 
into account, the budget allowance for a period represents the sum of 
the fixed expenses plus the variable expense assignable to the pro-
duction level realized in the period. The many proponents of this 
type of budget claim that if budget allowances against which the fore-
men are judged vary up and down with changes in production volume, the 
comparisons mean more to them. They measure what his overhead should 
be at all levels of production and not just at a single theoretical 
one. This latter may not show how good a foreman is but only how he 
made out against a: preordained, unchanging guess·* 
Among the arguments against the variable budget are that even 
though called variable, yet as applied it must be fixed either for a 
week, month, or quarter if any reasonable control is expected. Further-
more, costs which are thought to be flexible have a strong tendency to 
become .fixed. The factors involved in dismissing an unnecessary clerk 
when indicated volume will be down for a month or two make such action 
expensive if not socially undesirable. Such action could be affor€led 
only in recognition of general trends and not in terms of month to month 
variability. The variable budget is further considered a negative ap-
proach in that rather than attempting to level the ebb and .flow of 
* 29, p.l256-7. 
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activ~ty, management accepts the crests and troughs and yields to 
frequent change.* 
A good budget system must recognize the importance of the 
lower levels of supervision in attaining budgeted allowances. Foremen 
use the reports which they are furnished to correct expenses, to guide 
them in estimates in the future, to analyze, study, and report the 
causes of poor performance. They should be informed that over and 
under variances are expected, but that explanations are also expected. 
Care should be used to present data simply in as little detail as is 
compatible with control and naturally only those items over which the 
foremen exercise direct control should be included. Reports should be 
issued daily if possible and otherwise weekly "recognizing the impor-
tance of reports that are news rather than history ••••• u.** 
3. Selling and .Administrative Expenses. 
In simple budgetary procedures, these expenses for the past 
periods will be analyzed with a view to determining what they should 
have been under the circumstances and what they should be in the future 
period. This analysis will provide the necessary predetermined standard 
for comparison with the actual results. Lower levels of administration, 
in whose hands the ultimate success of attaining the budget rests, should 
have a hand in preparing the budget and for this purpose should be ad-
vised of the volume at which management expects to operate. The final 
budget as approved by management should be communicated to them. They 
should also be furnished with prompt weekly and monthly reports comparing 
* 32' p .llJ 5-40 
** 28, p.JlO. 
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actual and budget figures. 
When foremen and department heads receive prompt reports, 
being familiar with future plans as a result of having taken part in 
the budget preparation, they will be in a position to act without the 
necessity of waiting always for detailed explanations or decisions 
from superiors. This minimizes the necessity for executive direction 
of the thousands of subordinate activities of a business, with the 
consequent freeing of time for consideration of more important problems.* 
These department heads are in a position to measure and take immediate 
action on those factors which make or break efficient performance.** 
In large organizations, the budgeting of selling and adminis-
trative expenses presents a considerable problem. Industry has concen-
trated its scientific cost control endeavors in the factory, and as a 
result, administrative and commercial expense represent a comparatively 
new field of budgetary control. The real problem and challenge lies in 
the analysis and evaluation of these expenses since they do not lend 
themselves to the same type of analysis and control as direct labor and 
indirect manufacturing expense. The Manager of the Administrative Bud-
get Department of Ford Motor Company thinks that these expenses fall 
into four classes and that by using four different techniques they can 
be analyzed and controlled. This suggests that there is room for in-
genuity in budgeting expenses such as executive offices, public rela-
tions, legal, engineering, research, industrial relations, purchasing, 
* 34, p.l88. 
"** 26, p.37. 
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finance, accounting, office services, advertising, sales promotion, 
product service, warehousing, stock control, and shipping.* 
B. Cash Budget. 
The cash budget is probably the most widely used type of 
budget. One company in which an operations budget would be considered 
fancy paper-work uses a cash forecast for one month. Some companies 
are forced to use this device because of unsatisfactory cash balances 
in order to plan to meet payrolls and other trade obligations while 
accounts receivable are being collected. Other companies have excess 
cash which the cash budget would show was not needed and could be used 
for investments in securities of other companies or in additional plant 
facilities, or to liquidate long term indebtedness or preferred stock. 
There are very few articles on the cash budget by itself al-
though most textbooks on budgeting contain a chapter on the cash budget. 
Orrin F. Brunner states that the lack of literature relating specifi-
cally to the cash budget is due to the fact that a cash budget is part 
of any complete budget program. Therefore, a company having the latter 
has no separate problem with respect,to cash forecasting. This is true 
because the required basic figures are readily available in the budget.** 
1. Cash Receipts. 
The cash budget first estimates cash receipts from all impor-
tant sources. In most businesses the major portion comprises payments 
received on accounts receivable, but also included are notes receL~able 
* 3 5' p • 87 5-6 • 
-'A* 27' p ·741. 
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collections, advances received, and bank loans. Before scheduling 
estimated collections on accounts receivable, the relation between these 
collections and sales should be investigated. It will probably be found 
that a percentage of a month's sales are collected in that month, some 
in the following month, some in the next following ~onth, etc. These 
percentages applied to the sales forecast by months will establish the 
expected payments for the budget period. 
2. Cash Disbursements. 
The second step in the cash budget is to ascertain cash dis-
bursements which will include payments on bank loans, accounts payable 
for purchases of raw materials and supplies, payroll, taxes, dividends, 
buildings and equipment, and illvestments in securities. Most of this 
information is obtained from the other budgets prepared and no especial 
probleiDB are presented. 
C. Capital Expenditures Budget. 
Most budgets of capital expenditures are schedules of pro-
posed expenditures for plant and equipment as finally approved by top 
management.. Each expenditure will have to be examined from all angles 
and C. J. Newman writes that the accountant can be of real service in 
submitting a report to his management on the proposed expenditure which 
clearly states the problem and brings its many facets into focus. 11 
few of the questions which the accountant should be prepared to analyze 
are: 
(1) The economics of proposed new manufacturing plants or 
products. 
(2) The economics of expanding present plant facilities. 
(3) The economics of whether to make or buy a raw material 
or a finished product. 
(4) The economics of projected relocation and rearrangement 
of equipment within a plant.* 
~oel Dean divides capital budgeting into three problems: 
(1) Estimating internal demand for capital. 
(2) Determining supply of funds. 
(3) Rationing out the funds among the best prospective in-
vestments. 
In estimating demand each proposed investment is ranked ac-
cording to its relative profitability. The supply schedule shows the 
sources of funds - retained earnings and outside capital or borrowings 
and also the estimated cost of outside capital. Supply and demand are 
then compared to determine the point where the incremental return on 
new capital equals the incremental cost of that capital which in theory 
at least is where further investment should stop. There are difficul-
ties, however, since it is difficult to estimate the prospective pro-
fitability of projects. Also, many investments are desirable even 
though they promise scant visible return.~f* 
D. Balance Sheet Forecast. 
There is a dirth of written material on the balance sheet 
forecast and even most of the textbooks treat it only in a limited way. 
* 33 ' p .1146 . 
** 15, p.ll. 
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In fact, the first book on budgeting, Budgetary Control, by James 0. 
McKinseY*, seems to have covered it more comprehensively than those 
that followed. However, even the written material is mainly con-
cerned with the techniques of its construction, and no criteria for 
judging whether a balance sheet forecast is a good one or not stand 
out in these writings. 
The criteria that govern the other budgets do carry over to 
the balance sheet forecast which is nothing more than a device to show 
the effect of the proposed operations, cash transactions, and capital 
changes on the balance sheet accounts. If the budgets for these trans-
actions are properly prepared, then it should be assumed that the 
balance sheet forecast is also a fair statement of the balances which 
can be expected at the end of the forecast period. The problems of this 
forecast appear to be mainly mechanical - arranging working papers to 
give effect on the beginning balance sheet balances of the other budgets. 
* 8. 
BO 
CHAPTER V - PREP .ARA. TION OF THE BUDGET • 
A. Operat:ing Budget. 
1. Sales Forecast. 
The January 1952 issue of Industrial Marketing contains 
the results of several surveys conducted to determine the general 
business outlook for 1952 and more especially the prospects for ad-
vertising for 1952. In the first report more than 250 industrial 
advertising managers participated in expla:ining t~eir advertising 
and sales promotion plans. The composite average advertising budget 
will represent 2.16% of forecast sales as compared with 2.04% in 1951. 
The advertising managers reporting showed that 72% will have budgets 
reflecting an average increase of 16.9%, 24% will have the same budget 
as 1951, and 4% will have reduced budgets. Apparently a good portion 
of the increases will go to meet higher production and space costs, 
but some will go into increased marketing research.* 
The survey directed at executives of many of the leading ad-
vertising agencies reported that business is expected to continue on 
the crest during 1952 and that advertising appropriations will be lar-
ger - 9 to 13% larger (which is somewhat smaller than the increase of 
16.9% mentioned above). Material shortages are not expected to reduce 
sales substantially as substitutes are being found in most cases. Ad-
vertising will be directed at keeping the firm's name before the buying 
public, but with a view to keeping old markets rather than developing 
* 19, p.33. 
new ones. It will be a period of trying to preserve the company's re-
putation even though it may not have much or any of its regular pro-
ducts to sell.* 
A third survey was conducted among the editors of business 
papers and it was predicted that the machine tool industry, steel, alu-
minum, and other metal industries, petroleum, and industrial building 
will continue .to boom, as will most of American industry.** 
These surveys of the current trend of business fit in with the 
officers' appr~isal of the trend for 1952. The analysis of client's ap-
propriations for 1952 together with the officers' estimates of what their 
clients who do not have appropriations will spend on advertising show in-
creased amounts. 
This is a young agency and 1952 will be its third year in busi-
ness. In its second year its sales were doubled- sales for 1950 were at 
v the yearly rate of ~II3,000.# In 1951 its sales were $227,000. On this 
growth trend, sales for 1952 of $450,000 would be indicated. Actual ana-
lysis of anticipated advertising by old clients plus expected and hoped 
for advertising of new clients shows that sales will approximate $270,000. 
It was first proposed that each client's advertising should be 
built up by advertising each month in each media. However, the officers 
felt that this would give an aura of accuracy and dependability which 
would be unfounded. They preferred to approach the analysis the same way 
that they have to in practice. The company has a certain appropriation 
* 20, p.J8. 
~'* 21, p.39. 
# Commenced business May 1, 1950. 
or is thought to be amenable to spending a certain amount on ad-
vertising. It then becomes the account executive's duty to prepare 
a schedule by months and media as to how the amount will be used. 
This is not only a simpler procedure for budgeting but also makes use 
of work that has been done in many instances in planning clients ad-
vertising.schedules. The results of this analysis are contained in 
Schedule A-1 which also was used to compute the cost of sales, sales 
discount, and provision for doubtful accounts 
2. Cost of Sales. 
The ratio of cost of sales to sales for 1951 was 83.5% which 
is thought to represent a reasonable expectation for 1952. This in-
.. eludes proration of the artist 1 s salary which was considered to be IOO% 
absorbed as the rate used for 1952 is believed high enough to accomplish 
this purpose. 
Schedule A-2 is a summary of the selling and general expenses 
of the company as projected for the year 1952. Detailed schedules were 
prepared for all accounts in actually working out the projection. How-
ever, only the more important accounts are supported by schedules in this 
study. Officers' salaries constitute the largest variable and were at 
first estimated at the rate of $I,OOO a month for each of the two of-
ficers. However, it was found that this amount would not leave the re-
quired surplus at the end of the year and a reduction was effected. 
3. Summary of Projected Operations. 
The results of each of these schedules were brought together .in 
Exhibit A showing the monthly profit and loss from operations, the ac-
cumulated year to date profit and the final profit for the year less 
provision for income taxes. 
B • Cash Budget . 
The company anticipates that its excellent collection record 
for 1951 will continue into 1952 whereby approximately 20-25% of each 
month's sales were collected in the same month. This, however, depends 
upon the timing of the billing withLn. the month. A flat amount of 
$4,000 was used as the amount of sales of the current month that would 
be collected within that month. Sales discounts were deducted to ar-
rive at the anticipated collections from sales and the only other ex-
pected cash receipt is from the sale of common stock. 
The main cash expenditures are for media and material as con-
tained in the cost of sales, and for the expenses of the business. 
These were taken from the proper schedules, and additional items not in 
the schedules such as dividends, capital expenditures and payment of 
1951 income taxes were included. This data forms Exhibit B. The final 
figure shows the forecast cash balance at the end of each month and at 
the end of the year. 
C. Capital Expenditures Budget. 
This was very simple since the only capital expenditure con-
templated is the purchase of additional office furnishings and this is 
shown in Exhibit C • 
D. Balance Sheet Forecast. 
Exhibit D constitutes the balance sheet forecast and is pre-
pared in columnar form showing the balance in the accounts at the be-
ginning of the year, the effect of operations for the year on those 
balances, and finally the forecast balances at December 31, 1952. 
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OFFICERS' SALARIES 
The basineas soheiuled for the year as shown by the sales 
forecast should return each officer $1~060 a month minimum• and thia 
is the basis used in beginning this analysis. 
The estimattJd income statement shows that on the basis of 
$1~000 a month each there would nat be sufficient earnings te provide 
for dividends required on the preferred stock of $250 a year ($5~0@0 
at 5%). Since this amount is after taxes, about $5~@ must be left to 
take care of the Massachusetts Excise Tax and the Federal Income Tax 
ldaving more than $250. 
By reducing officers' salaries to $90® in the first feu-
months sufficient earnings remain to aocamplish the above desired 
result. This rlll produce a:n annual salary of $11,600 on. this basis; 
January thr0ugh April - 4 x $900 $3,600 
llay through December - 8 x $1,000 
Total 
Schedul~ A-3 
8,000 
$11,600 
89 
90 
OFFICE SALARIES 
Emp1eyee Rates 
G 
8 65 so " n 26 
M 11\9 " 110 
tt n 160 
~ (2-15) 45 It 50 " " 25 
lreek1y Total $255 $270 trr5 
Number 
Month of Weeks .Amount Art lfet 
JBJ!h 4 • 840 t 440 t 400 
Feb. 5 1,185 55(!) 635 
March 4 1,@20 440 680 
,A.pril 4 1,020 440 580 
May 5 1,275 550 725 
June 4 1,@20 440 580 
July • 1,@80 440 64€1 
.Aug. 5 1,350 550 800 
Sept. • 1,080 4:40 640 
Oct. 5 1,350 55(!) 800 
Nov. 4 1,080 440 640 
Dec. 4 1,080 440 640 
Bonus 175 100 75 
Total $13,555 $5,820 $7,735 
Schedule .A-4 
TRA. VELING .!ND ENTERTAINING 
Total·e:xpense for the year 1951 wa.s $5.tl00 at the rate of 
$425 a. month. A review af their expen:se s by tke principlal8 was made 
and they believe that they ce.n be held to about the same as last year. 
Total per month $ 425 
Total per year 
Sohedu._le A-5 
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OFFICE SUPPLIES .AND EXPENSE 
The total expense far 1951 was $1,898 ranging frQm. $30 to 
$561 a month. This latter figure was Beoember and inolttded forms 
. whioh should last into 1953. This expense should nat exceed $175 a 
mC'illlth. 
T ota.1 per menth 
Tota.l per year 
* 175 
2,100 
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DEPRECJiTION 
Depreciatian on 195@ additi~ns, per year 
Depreciatian on 1951 additians, per year 
Depreciatian en 1952 additions, t ef annual amount I 
Total for the year 
f $500 purchase of affice e~uipment scheduled 
for April. 
1®% of cost ia $50 ~ ! far 1952 is $25. 
Sohed'J:lle A-7 
t 49.49 
73.37 
25.@0 
$147.86 
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RENT ANEl LIGHT 
The offioe s were mcned July 15 ~ 1951 from apace oesting $1,529 
o. year to space coating $2,000 a year. eha.rges to thia aoeoun.t include 
both rent and light although details are given for each on the invoice. 
The following schedule separates the amount for light for 1951 8.lld. i8 
increased somewhat for 1952 because of larger quarters: 
1951 1952 
:Month Tote. I Rent tight "Light Rent Tota.I 
1 
* 
140 t 127 t 11 t 20 t 166 t 186 
2 140 12'1 13 20 186 186 
3 136 12'1 9 18 166 184 
4 138 12'1 11 16 166 182 
5 140 127 13 14 167 181 
6 138 127 11 12 167 179 
7 1l59 147 12 12 167 179 
8 184 167 17 14 167 181 
9 183 161 16 16 16"1' 183 
10 183 167 lt3 18 167 185 
11 187 167 20 20 167 187 
1:2 192 157 25 22 167 189 
Total $1,920 $1~744 $176 $202 $2,000 $2~202 
Schedule A-8 
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TAXES - PAYROLL 
0ff'ioers' Off'ioe Payroll 
Month Salaries Salaries Total Exempt :J/: Taxable Rate Taxes 
1 * 2.,000 
* 
840 $ 2,840 $2,840 4.2% $119 
2 . 2,900 1,[85 3,185 3,185 4.2 134 
3 2~000 1,®20 3_,026 3_,@20 4.2 129 
4 2,000 l,G20 3_,020 F $ 8®0 2 1 22G 1.5 61 
s 2.,0~(\) 1_.020 2.7 
5 2_.00(!) 1,275 3,2'75 2_,@00 1,275 4.2 53 
6 2,000 1,020 3,020 2,000 1,020 4.2 43 
1 2_.000 1,080 3,080 F 2,000 l,C>80 1.5 3'7 
s 2,30® 78® 2.7 
8 2,®<!>0 1,~5@ 3,350 F 2.,250 1,100 1.5 38 
s 2,550 800 2.7 
9 2,000 1,080 3,(!)80 2,440 640 4.2 27 
10 2,000 1,350 3,356) 2,550 800 4.2 33 
11 2,000 1,080 3,®80 2,440 640 4.2 27 
u 2,®0® 1,256 3_.255 F 2,440 815 1.5 34 
s 2,455 80@ 2.7 
Total $24,®00 $D,555 $37,665 $735 
#= Tax rates a.ro 1.5% on the firiS't $3,600 for Federal Insurance 
Contributions Act (F)' and 2 .. 7% on the first $3,®00 for Massachusetts 
1!Jnemp1oyment Tax (S ). The company doe Iii not have eight employees and 
therefore is not subjeot to the Federal Unempl~ent Tax. 
Schedule A•9 
TElEPHONE AND TElEGRAPH 
The foll~ing sched~le was prepared ~o ascertain if there 
was an ~pward trend in telephone expense, and it does shc:nr an upward 
~rend in the last half of the year. It is expected that 1952 expense 
will a~rage $1®0 a manth. 
Month 1951 
1 
* 
95 
2 57 
3 68 
4 58 
5 75 
6 89 
7 63 
8 113 
9 70 
10 li!>S 
11 79 
12 8S 
Total. $953 
6 Months 
T"tals 
$442 
511 
$953 
Sohedulo A•l0 
Average 
$74 
85 
96 
SAlES DISCOUNTS 
Sales in 1951 
Sales discounts allowed 
Percentage af sales discounts to sales 
$226,552 
2,227 
.98% 
See Schedule ~a2 for camputation of monthly details. It ia 
antioipa.tei that the aa:m.e pattern as existed in 1951 WQuld prevail in 
1952. 
Schedule A~ll 
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PURCHASE DISCOUNTS 
Purchases in 1951 
Pur cha sa di soount s taken 
Percentage af discounts to purchases 
Forecast 
1952 
Jlonth Purchases 
1 t 19,810 
2 1~,250 
3 17,96(!) 
4 1!~ ,066) 
5 18,700 
6 1S,5lt> 
1 16,460 
8 19,200 
9 18,31@ 
10 18,35@ 
11 1'7 ,fHO 
12 18,110 
Total $219,630 
Schedule A-12 
$185,878 
Pur aha sa 
Ei1counts 
$: 298 
288 
2'70 
285 
280 
248 
246 
288 
2'75 
275 
26'7 
2'73 
2,704 
PROVISIGN FOR INCOME TAXES 
Jlassachusetts 'Excise: 
Grass receipts 
Tax a.t 1/20% e:r gross reoeipttJ 
Plus 23" of tax 
Total 
Fadere.l Incomes 
Net income before income taxes 
Leu MasliS.ohusetts excise tax 
:Normal tax net income 
Ta.x a.t 3~ 
Sohedule A-U 
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CAPITAL BlmGET 
.Around ,April 1, 1952 it is planned to purchase r"Ugt= for ths 
outer office, and additional chairs far the executive offices. It ill 
expected that a."bout $500 will be in-vested in this equipment. 
No additional equipment purchase; are needed. 
Working cw.pi.tal b suffieient to :make this in-ve st:ment,. 
EXHIBIT 0 
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CHAPTER VI- CONCLUSION . 
.At this writing the budget has been in operation only two 
months which is insufficient time to judge either its usefulness or 
accuracy. However, some conclusions can be drawn from its preparation 
and operation for this short period. 
A. How the Budget Operates. 
1. Comparative Monthly Operating Report • 
.As would be expected in such an operation, preparation of the 
monthly reports is not greatly complicated by the budget • .Additional 
columns have been added to the income statement prepared each month so 
that the actual, budget, and variance for the month and year to date 
are shown. Exhibit E is the comparative statement for the month of 
February 1952. 
Statements are prepared by about the second or third business 
day after the close of the month thereby providing timely reports for 
correcting unfavorable situations. In addition, the close personal 
supervision of the officers affords considerable control. 
2. Other Reports. 
It is not anticipated that month1y reports comparing the other 
budgets with actual will be necessary with the possible exception of the 
cash budget. So long as. the cash position compares favorably with the 
forecast balance no formal report would be made. Also, so long as opera-
tions approximate the budgeted amounts, a balance sheet comparison will 
be of little use, but at the end of the year a comparison will be made. 
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-STATEMENT OF INCOME 
FOR THE TWO MONTHS EDEB FEBRUARY 29 1 1952 
Year to h:te Year to Jila.te 
Over ever 
Actual Budget Under Actual Budget Under 
SAlES $48,232 $47,950 $282 $24,513 $23,710 $803 
COST OF SAlES 40,108 40,050 ..-.-!!. 2€>,552 19 800 , 7S2 
GR.0SS PROFIT t 8,124 t 7,9@0 $224 $ 3,961 t 3,916 t 51 
EXPENSESs 
0.f.fioera• Salaries t 3,600 • 3,600 t l,S@(.i) $ 1,800 
O:f'.fiee Salarie a 1,045 1,635 t 1G 680 635 t 45 
Travel & Entertaining 791 850 59 335 425 9(.i) 
CM'f'iC~tG Su.:pp1ies 295 350 55 146 175 21 
bot Supp1ie il 21 24 3 5 12 ,. 
hpreoiation 21 26 5 11 13 2 
Rent and Light a75 372 3 18!9 186 3 
Payrell Ta.xe 1 231 253 16 140 134 6 
Telephone & Telegraph 196 200 4 1@4 100 4 
Postage 63 40 23 22 20 2 
Auditing 25 25 25 2S 
I>oubtf'11l .A.ooeun:ts 241 239 2 123 118 5 
~
-
Tot~1 Expenses t 6,935 t 7,039 $104 t 3,582 t 3,643 t 61 
BET PROFIT t 1,189 t 861 $328 $ 379 t 267 $112 
Pw.ROHASE BISC0UNTS 692 586 100 400 288 115 
s.Al':ES 1HS00UNTS 565 479 86 291 237 54 
liET INCOME FeR PERIOD t 1,318 t 968 $.348 t 491 t 318 $173 
EXHIBIT E 
~ 
l04 
3. Quarterly Revision. 
It is expected that the operating budget will be revised 
quarterly~ this being necessary because of the extremely volatile 
nature of advertising accounts. The same mail that brings in a new 
account may loose an old one. This revision will enable the officers 
to adapt their plans to the current situation. 
B. How a Budget Assists this Management • 
1. Recognition. 
On the basis of the balance sheet forecast~ the following 
schedule shows that the most difficult test which the company needs to 
meet for recognition purposes, that of the Periodical Publishers As-
sociation will be met easily: 
Current Assets: 
Cash on Hand and in Bank 
Accounts Receivable: 
1-30 days 
Over 30 days 
Less Reserve for Doubtful 
Accounts 
Work in Process 
Total Current Asset~ 
Current Liabilities 
Net Current Assets 
Per 
Statement 
$10,072 
18,006 
375 
(2,858) 
2~213 
$27,808 
2020!±2 
$ 7 ,?63 
As 
Adjustments Adjusted 
$10,072 
$(1,801) 16,205 
(375) 
2,85$ 
(221) 1J992 
$28,269 
202042 
$ 8,224 
2. Financial Structure. 
The purchase of additional common stock during the year 
will augment the working capital of the company by $1,000. This will 
come from reinvestment of earnings paid to the officers as salaries. 
It is the desire of the officers to retire the preferred stock at some 
future date when its retirement will no longer seriously impair the 
company's working capital. 
The cash budget shows that it will not be necessary to obtain 
additional funds even on a temporary basis through borrowing from banks 
or others. 
3 • Financing Accounts Payable. 
The cash budget shows adequate cash balances at the end of 
each month throughout the year indicating that the company will be able 
to continue discounting its bills from media. However, it must be 
noted that this is predicated upon the continuance of the rapid turnover 
in accounts receivable which in fact has been extraordinary for this 
type of business. A contributing factor is extreme care in selecting 
clients, serving only those with reliable credit backgrounds. 
4· Principals' Salaries. 
While salaries of $1S,OOO to $20,000 for the officers of this 
company would be considered reasonable for Federal income tax purposes 
based on their past earnings, present services to this business, as well 
as comparable salaries for officers in similar companies, it is not ex-
pected that these amounts can be earned this year. Unless profits vary 
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considerably either up or down from those budgeted, salaries will be 
set at $11,600 for the year. This will be paid at the rate of $900 
each for the first four months and $1,000 for the balance of the year. 
The officers anticipate that this stabilization of salaries will be 
beneficial from their personal financial standpoint. 
c. Summary. 
The planning and discussion which went into the preparation 
of this budget have already proved their worth. The time was not 
wasted, but rather the -problems were brought into focus and seen in 
the light of the over-all operation. . Problems only vaguely thought 
about were concentrated on and long range objective discussed and set. 
Before any figures were compiled, this budget was of value to the 
management • 
The management now can concentrate on selling and producing 
advertising with the knowledge that its monthly reports will show them 
quickly whether or not they are on course.. They know that so long as 
they follow this course, they shall arrive at the desired destination. 
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